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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The strongest criticism of the United States Supreme Court or of its

particular justices centers on the concept of judicial activism. Much scholarly writing

has debated the normative and constitutional issues of judicial activism and its

counterpart, judicial restraint, but few works have examined this behavior empirically.

The lack of such empirical studies is puzzling when one considers the large volume of

empirical analyses of Supreme Court behavior. Charles M. Lamb suggests that the

concepts of judicial activism and judicial restraint are still entangled with the

mysticism of the Supreme Court and with the idea that law is objective and therefore,

that good judges or judges with the appropriate temperament will only "discover the

law" and will not allow personal preferences to affect their judgments (1982, 26).

Thus the ties to the old mechanical model of jurisprudence appear to be left intact

even sixty years after the legal realist movement which was led by Jerome Frank (see

Frank 1963) and fifty years after C. Herman Pritchett initiated the behavioral

revolution with The Roosevelt Court (1948). Frank and the legal realists believe that

judges' personal characteristics would inevitably influence their interpretations of the

law. Building on Frank's assumption of legal realism, Pritchett led the way in

developing quantitative methods that allowed the actual behavior of the judges to be

examined empirically and spurred the growth of the judicial behavior field in political

science (Halpern and Lamb 1982). This study continues in the behavioralist

1
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tradition; it does not attempt to determine whether the justices of the Supreme Court

should be restraintist or activist, but rather seeks to understand the conditions and

factors that have influenced individual justices' decisions to engage in activist or

restraintist behavior over the entire two hundred and one years of the Court's history.

Specifically, the study analyzes all cases in which the Court decided to overturn a

congressional statute.

One of the difficulties in studying judicial activism is that multiple definitions

and lists of behaviors are used to describe or define it. These often include behavior

such as overruling the laws or actions of other branches and levels of government,

overturning the Court's own precedents, interpreting the Constitution or statutes

contrary to their framers' intentions, issuing opinions broader than a case requires,

and deciding political questions (Canon 1982; Lamb 1982; Novak 1982; Schick

1982). This study focuses on only one of these components of judicial activism; the

one that is most amenable to identification and quantification and that is arguably "the

most potent exercise of judicial power" (Schick 1982, 46): the decision to overrule the

laws or actions of other branches of the government. The significance of this power

is two-pronged and inextricably mixed with normative evaluations. On one hand, it

allows an unelected branch of the government to override the will of the

democratically elected representatives of the people. On the other hand, it allows the

Court to protect the constitutional rights of the people from incursions by the other

branches of government.

From either position, overruling a law or action of another branch of
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government must be considered as one of the Court's most important influences on

American politics. The extent of this influence is evident when one considers that

between 1789 and 1990 the Court has struck down 125 congressional statutes, 1074

state statutes, and 120 local ordinances (Library of Congress, 1974 as appended by

1990). It requires only two examples to illustrate the far-reaching consequences of

such action: Dred Scott v. Sandford', which held that the Missouri Compromise was

unconstitutional and Brown vs. the Board of Education2 , which declared de jure

school segregation unconstitutional. The extent of this power is further illustrated by

the finality of the Court's decisions in these nullifications. In only four of these

decisions has Congress succeeded in passing an amendment to undo the Court's

decision. 3 In light of the obvious significance of this behavior, the need for more

systematic empirically-based analysis of this dimension of judicial behavior is evident.

A REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON JUDICIAL ACTIVISM

Two early behavioral works have examined the policy influence of Court's

decisions to nullify legislation. Robert A. Dahl (1957,1967) examined the 85

instances in which the Court overturned congressional statutes between 1789 and

1965. Dahl's major concerns were the influence of the Court on national policy and

'19 How. (60 U.S.) 393 (1857)

2349 U.S. 294, 75 S.Ct. 753 (1955)

3 The Eleventh Amendment undid Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dall. (2 U.S.) 419 (1793), which had
ruled citizens could sue a state other than their own state; the Fourteenth Amendment undid Dred Scott v.
Sandford, 19 How. (60 U.S.) 393 (1857); the Sixteenth Amendment undid Pollock v. Farmers' Loan and
Trust Company, 157 U.S. 429 (1895), which had declared a federal income tax unconstitutional; and the
Twenty-Sixth Amendment, which gave 18 year-olds the right to vote, undid Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S.
112 (1970) (Segal and Spaeth 1993, 319).
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the antimajoritarian nature of judicial activism. Since the data were not available to

weigh the majority of the Court's decisions against public opinion, he analyzed

whether the decisions of the Court countered the law-making majority of the current

Congress. He reported that in more than half of the 85 decisions, the laws which

were nullified were voided at least four years after they were passed; meaning that the

enacting Congress would have gone through two elections and presumably would no

longer have represented the same lawmaking majority. He thus concluded that the

Court was not challenging the current law-making majority in these cases.

To determine the influence of the Court's action, he analyzed the fate of the

decisions in which laws were held unconstitutional within four years after passage.

He found only fifteen cases which he could classify (by undisclosed criteria) as major

policy, and he concluded that those decisions were usually reversed, either by

congressional amendments or legislation or by the Court reversing itself. He

considered this evidence in conjunction with his finding that most presidents have

been able on average to make a new appointment to the Court every two years and

are, thereby, able to change the ideological majority of the Court in a relatively short

time. As a result, he concluded that the Court does not have significant policy

influence, because it had been unable to hold out against the national majority or the

other branches of the government for long, and in only a few important cases was

able to thwart or delay the national will.

In 1976 Jonathan D. Casper updated Dahl's original analysis and reached a

different conclusion. Casper discovered that the Court had become more activist in
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the years 1958-1974, and that the Court still followed the pattern which Dahl found,

since only one-fifth of its activist decisions reverse congressional statutes that had

been passed within the preceding four years. But he pointed out that only one case,

Oregon v. Mitchell, was reversed by Congress (with the Twenty-Sixth Amendment).

The other twenty-seven decisions in which Court struck down statutes were left to

stand.

Casper concluded that Dahl was wrong about the Court's lack of influence,

because his focus was too narrow. Dahl ignored those statutes which were overturned

after four years (half of his data). Taking into consideration the longer tenure of

members of Congress, it is likely that the majority of the original legislature would in

fact carry over for several years. Casper also criticized Dahl for ignoring the much

larger body of state statutes and local ordinances which the Court has nullified.

Casper pointed out that these statutes involve policy questions of broad national

interests and that the Court's decisions in these cases are rarely reversed. He

concluded that the Court is more influential than Dahl believed it to be.

David Barnum (1985) examined a different dimension of the counter-

majoritarian nature of the Supreme Court's nullification of state legislation. His

research analyzed the post-New Deal period Court and issues which involved the

protection of minority rights. In the issue areas of desegregation, interracial

marriages, birth control, abortion, and women's rights, Barnum showed that Court

generally followed the trend of public support. While the majority of public opinion

may not have supported the court's position on the issue at the time, the direction of
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the support was moving consistently with the Court's action. His results also

demonstrated that the Court restrained itself to some degree when the public had

strongly negative opinion on certain issues, such as busing and legalization of

marijuana and homosexual activity. Barnum admits that his data do not preclude the

possibility that the nullification was counter to the trend of popular opinion in the

relevant states.

The most significant work on the Supreme Court's activist behavior is a

volume edited by Stephen C. Halpern and Charles M. Lamb (1982). This volume

contains traditional legal arguments as well as several empirical analyses. Three of

the studies are particularly relevant to my study: Gregory A. Caldiera and Donald J.

McCrone's descriptive analysis of the Court's activism over time, Harold J. Spaeth

and Stuart H. Teger's analysis of the relationship between activism and the judges'

policy preferences, and Anthony Champagne and Stuart S. Nagel's study of four

justices who are well-known advocates of judicial restraint.

Caldiera and McCrone conducted a time series analysis of the Supreme

Court's activism from 1800-1973. They defined activism as decisions in which the

Court nullified either federal or state statutes (1982). For the decisions involving

federal statutes they discover a gradual but significant increase over time following

the Civil War. They also find five distinct periods of activism which they identify as

the late 1860s, Theodore Roosevelt's presidency, post-World War II, the 1920s and

1930s, and the 1960s. When they analyzed the decisions in which state statutes were

overturned, they found a growth rate that was ten times higher than for federal
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statutes, and they find two distinct periods of activism: 1) the terms under the chief

justiceships of Edward D. White and William Howard Taft and 2) the terms under the

chief justiceships of Earl Warren and Warren Burger. Caldiera and McCrone's

analysis is disappointing in that is almost completely descriptive. Beyond ascertaining

the effect of the Civil War, they make no other attempts at empirical explanations

through the use of intervention or independent variables.

Harold J. Spaeth and Stuart H. Teger's study (1982) provided a much broader

perspective on judicial activism and concluded that restraintist behavior is issue

specific and relates to the justices' individual policy preferences. They moved beyond

the traditional operationalization of activism as nullification of statutes to analyze the

decisions in which the justices overrule a regulatory agency's actions. For decisions

during the Burger Court (1969-1977) which dealt with the regulation of business or

labor, they measured how often the justices exhibited restraintist behavior by

deferring to the agencies, which presumably possess more technical expertise in their

areas than do the justices. On the whole they concluded that these justices deferred to

the agencies almost 72% of the time in nonunanimous and unanimous opinions. As

individuals, only one-half of the justices were restraintist (defined as supporting the

agency in at least one-half of their votes).

Some of the activists are as expected. For example, William O. Douglas

supports the agencies only 42% of the time. Only John Paul Stevens' rate (36%) is

lower, but his low rate may reflect the fact that he participated in only seven of the

cases. Other justices are not as restraintist as one might predict. For example, Potter
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Stewart's support rate of 45% falls within the activist category as do Lewis Powell

and Warren Burger's 48% rates. Furthermore, Thurgood Marshall, William

Brennan, and Hugo Black all fall within the restraintist category (61%, 59%, and

57% respectively). Harry Blackmun earns the highest restraint rating (71%) followed

by Byron White (68%) and William Rehnquist (66%).

Next Spaeth and Teger divided the decisions into those that support pro-

business or anti-business interests and pro-labor or anti-labor interests . As a whole

their results document that the justices are more supportive of agency decisions that

are pro-business (63%) than of those that are pro-labor (51%). When they analyzed

the variation between justices' support of pro-labor and pro-business decisions, the

evidence suggested that the justices' votes depended upon who stood to benefit from

the Court's deference. Most of the justices were more restraintist toward one group

than they were the other. For example, Rehnquist supported pro-business votes

100% of the time and prolabor votes only 35% of the time, and Burger supported

business at a rate of 82% compared to 24% for labor. Conversely, the liberals on the

Court supported labor more than business: Marshall supported labor at a rate of 83%

and business at only 37%, and Brennan supported labor 72% of the time and business

in only 47% of the cases. Clearly the justices' policy attitudes play a significant role

in their activist votes.

Spaeth and Teger continued the same type of analysis with federalism cases to

test the level of deference that the justices showed the states in the regulation of labor

and business. In these cases they again found that the justices were generally
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restraintist toward policies that favored one of the groups and activist toward the

policies that favored the rival group. This conclusion was further supported by their

analysis of the justices deference to the states over the federal government in four

categories of civil rights and liberties issues. They constructed cumulative attitude

scales within the four categories of issues and rank-ordered the justices' support of the

state in each category. In all four categories the justices' support of the states over

the federal government showed high positive correlation (.91 in poverty law and .95

in the remaining categories). This correlation led Spaeth and Teger to believe that it

the justices' attitudes toward these freedoms were the motivation in the justices'

voting rather than attitudes of deference toward the other branches of government.

Each of their analyses showed that justices' political attitudes were more

important than the consideration of judicial restraint. As a result, Spaeth and Teger

concluded that "at best judicial deference is a sometime thing," and that it is

unreasonable to expect that justices will "submerge their politics entirely to vague

notions of judicial restraint" rather than support the ideas and policy they approve.

They believe that judicial activism and restraint are useful concepts only to those who

believe in the myth that judges do not make law (296-8).

Champagne and Nagel (1982) considered the voting behavior of the four

justices who are best known as strong advocates of judicial restraint: Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, and Harlan F. Stone (1982). Champagne

and Nagel analyzed cases in which state, federal, or local statutes or ordinances were

nullified during these individual justices' tenure on the Court. Dissents in these cases
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were considered restraintist. They cautioned that these cases only represent those

decisions which actually overturned statutes and not those in which the statutes were

upheld by the Court. Their analysis was further limited by the fact that until the

1940s dissents were not a highly acceptable or common practice in the Court.

Champagne and Nagel found that Holmes voted for the restraintist position in

22% of the cases during his thirty year tenure, compared to an average of 10% for

the other members of the Court during his tenure. His restraintist position was more

pronounced in supporting federal legislation (40% dissents) than state legislation

(20%); other members of the Court showed virtually no difference between state and

federal support. Champagne and Nagel also found that Holmes clearly supported

liberal legislation over conservative legislation (60% to 20%).

Brandeis' dissent rate (32%) was higher than Holmes' and was higher than the

Court average (11%). The difference between Brandeis and the rest of the Court

persists across both federal and state cases: Brandeis was 47% restraintist on federal

cases and 30% in state decisions compared to the Court average of 18% on federal

and 10% on state disputes. Brandeis' dissents strongly supported liberal over

conservative legislation (he dissented in 42% of the cases that supported liberal

interest compared to the Court average of 12% support), and he showed virtually no

dissent support of conservative legislation (compared to the Court average of 12%).

Stone's record follows the same pattern as Brandeis' overall record and

Brandeis' pattern of supporting liberal positions more than the Court and supporting

conservative positions less than the Court. Stone voted restraintist at a rate of 27%,
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15% more than the Court average of 12%, and he supported the federal statutes at

44% and state statutes at 24%, compared to the Court average of 17% and 11%

respectively. Stone dissented in the liberal direction more than the Court, supporting

liberal legislation in 31% of the cases compared to the Court's 13%. He never

dissented to protect conservative interests while all members of the Court did so 14%

of the time.

Frankfurter's overall restraint rate (24%) was lower than those of Brandeis

and Stone, but higher than that of Holmes. Like the other three justices, Frankfurter

showed more restraint toward the federal government (30%) than toward the states

(23%) and his figures are higher than the Court's averages of 11% and 16%

respectively. Frankfurter's restraint was generally in support of the conservative

position: he supported only one of eleven liberal statutes and supported probusiness

legislation at a rate of 57%. On the other hand, he also showed no support of

legislation that discriminated against aliens or on the basis of race.

Champagne and Nagel also find evidence that the justices' restraintist behavior

changed over the course of their tenures. For example, Holmes dissented at a 30%

rate until the arrival on the bench of Brandeis, whose friendship is alleged to have

influenced his votes, compared to 8% before Brandeis. Furthermore, Brandeis' rate

dropped from 40% to 28% after Holmes left the bench. Stone's dissent rate dropped

from 28% to 18% after he became chief justice and was presumably more concerned

with Court harmony and majority coalitions. Frankfurter was also somewhat more

restraintist during his early years on the bench than during his later years.
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This study showed that restraint often varies over a justice's tenure, with the

justice's position on the Court, with the Court's make-up, and, more importantly,

according to whose political preference will benefit from the decision. Champagne

and Nagel conclude (1982, 316) that "if judicial restraint is to be more than a smoke

screen to mask political alliances and ideologies, restraint must be applied consistently

without concern for case result."

In 1993 Spaeth and Jeffrey Segal continued Spaeth and Teger's (1982) analysis

of Supreme Court judicial activism. They returned to the three categories of

decisions Spaeth and Teger used; agency decisions concerning business and labor,

economic federalism, and civil liberties, and they expanded the analysis to include

seven years of the Warren Court (1953-59) and nine years of the Burger (its last five

years) and Rehnquist Court (its first four years) (1981-89). They also added three

new dimensions of activism to their analysis: 1) the role of the solicitor general 2)

nullifications of federal, state, and local laws, and 3) decisions which overturned the

Supreme Court's precedents. Using the same criteria as in the earlier study, Segal

and Spaeth demonstrated that a majority of the justices during the Warren Court and

Burger/Rehnquist Court deferred either to probusiness or the prolabor regulations, but

not to both. Just as with the early Burger Court years (1969-77), restraintist votes

depended on the justices' policy preferences. The average differentials between

conservative and liberal support were 45.5 points for the Warren Court and 41.1

points for the 1981-89 period, compared to 38.3 in the previous analysis of the early

Burger Court. Blackmun maintained his position as a consistent restraintist, but White
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no longer warranted that classification as he opposed more conservative decisions than

he supported in the later period. With his participation increasing, Stevens moved out

of the activist category to join Blackmun in showing more balanced support of both

sides.

When Segal and Spaeth returned to economic federalism they confirmed Segal

and Teger's earlier results: the justices supported either the state's regulation of labor

or business, but not both. In the 1953-59 data they found only Tom Clark and

Brennan to be restraintist with respect to the states regardless of the direction of the

decision, and in the 1981-89 period only Rehnquist supported the state in more than

half of the cases regardless of prolabor or probusiness interests (80% and 100%

respectively). Once again, Segal and Spaeth concluded that in general the justices

defer to the states less than they do to regulatory agencies.

Segal and Spaeth analyzed the civil liberties dimension somewhat differently

than Spaeth and Teger, who, as already noted, demonstrated that the justices show

more deference to the federal government than to the states. Segal and Spaeth used

all the components of individual freedom -- criminal procedure, First Amendment

rights, due process, privacy, and attorneys -- and they looked only at the 1981-89

period, dividing the period into two segments: the last five years of Burger's chief

justiceship and the first four of Rehnquist's tenure as chief justice. As in the Spaeth

and Teger study, the justices in general exercised more restraint toward the federal

government than toward the state or local governments. Only O'Connor on the

Burger Court and Rehnquist on both courts supported the states more than the federal
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government. Segal and Spaeth concluded that "judicial restraint, in the form of

considerations of federalism, remains notable by its absence" (312).

Deference to the solicitor general is the first new dimension of activism that

Segal and Spaeth considered. They theorized that since the president is the only

nationally elected officer, the Court would be likely to show deference to his only

representative before the Court, the solicitor general. And in fact Segal's research

(1986) for the years 1953-82 showed that the justices overwhelmingly support the

solicitor general when he participates in amicus briefs. However, support once again

depended on the liberal or conservative nature of the position of the solicitor general.

Segal found that even Rehnquist, shown in the earlier analyses to be more restraintist

or consistent in his dissents, supported the solicitor general much more when the

solicitor general's position favored the conservative direction (77%) rather than

liberal direction (39%). When Segal and Spaeth added the years 1983-88, their results

showed that the Court supported the solicitor general at a rate of 61%, but only three

justices exhibited restraintist behavior regardless of the conservative or liberal

direction of the solicitor general's position.

Next Segal and Spaeth used the measure employed by Dahl, Casper, and

Champagne and Nagel: nullification of laws passed by other branches or levels of

government. Offering the same caveats that Champagne and Nagel offered concerning

the restricted nature of the inquiry and they found that between 1953 and 1989 the

Court has struck a total of 55 statutes of 1.5 congressional statutes per term. Their

results indicated the Burger Court was more activist than the Warren Court and the
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Rehnquist Court on this dimension: the Burger Court averaged 1.65 invalidations per

term compared to 1.38 and 1.25 for the Warren and Rehnquist Courts. As before, all

three Courts showed more restraint toward the federal government than toward state

or local governments. The overall rate of support for unconstitutionality was 80%.

Rehnquist emerged as the most restraintist justice, voting for unconstitutionality in

only 38.9% of the decisions. The next most restraintist justice was Harold Burton,

whose rate of 61.5% was considerably higher than Rehnquist's. Nine justices earned

rates higher than 90%. Six were liberals (Brennan, Douglas, Fortas, Goldberg,

Marshall, and Warren); one conservative, Robert Jackson, had so few participations

as to make his rate questionable. But, two conservatives were extremely activist

when it came to acts of Congress: Scalia and Kennedy voted to void 100% of the

congressional statutes.

Finally, Segal and Spaeth analyzed alterations of the Court's own precedent.

They limited their analysis to cases in which the justices actually said in the opinion

that they were altering the Court's precedent. They expected the Court to defer to its

own precedents more than it would to the actions of the other actors they analyzed.

During the year 1953-89 they found 456 legislative actions voided, but only 104

instances of the Court overruling its own precedent. They identified three highly

activist liberals: Fortas (who supported overturning precedent in 93.8% of votes),

Goldberg (100%), and Warren (94.9%), and two highly activist conservatives: Powell

(89.6%) and Kennedy (100%). Once again they reached the same conclusions as in

their earlier analyses: conservatives overturn liberal actions and liberals overturn
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conservative actions--whether it is court precedents, agency regulations, or

congressional and state statutes.

John B. Gates' (1987) study supports the conclusion that ideology is an

important factor in the Court's decisions to overrule state statutes. He analyzed the

cases between 1837-1964 which were salient in terms of the issues encompassing the

four suggested partisan realignment periods in U.S. history. Generally, he found that

in three of these periods the Court most often struck down statutes in which the

states' political majority was ideologically opposed to the Court's political majority.

Thus the bulk of the studies of judicial activism suggest that the justices' ideological

and policy preferences play a strong role in determining their behaviors along the

activism dimension.

OTHER STUDIES AND APPROACHES TO JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR

Several other studies and approaches to judicial behavior are relevant to this

study of judicial activism. Some of the studies revolve around characteristics of the

justices themselves, such as their role orientations and personal attributes, and some

studies focus on legal or case-related factors such as participation by the solicitor

general and participation through amicus briefs. A final approach, the one which is

used in this study, integrates a combination of these factors.

Studies of Judicial Role Orientations

The judicial role has been defined generally as "normative expectations shared

by judges and related actors regarding how a given judicial office should be per-

formed" (Howard 1989, 449); however, the concept is so closely associated with the
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concepts of judicial activism and restraint, that these terms could easily be substituted

for the lawmaker and law interpreter dichotomy of judicial roles. Several studies

have used interviews with judges (state or federal circuit judges) to determine the

judges' perception of their role on the courts.

Henry Glick and Kenneth Vines' 1969 study is one of the earliest empirical

studies of the judicial role. They interviewed state supreme judges in four states

(New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Louisiana) which employed different

methods of selection (appointive: New Jersey and Massachusetts and elective:

Pennsylvania and Louisiana). They asked the judges what they thought about the

distinction between judicial lawmakers and law interpreters and how they thought a

judge should act. Based on the open-ended responses of the judges, the judges were

assigned to three categories: the two extremes: lawmaker and law interpreter and one

in-between category: pragmatists. The lawmaker generally believed that the act of

deciding a case inevitably would "make law," the law interpreter believed judges

should strictly interpret the Constitution or statutes, and the pragmatists saw their role

as a hybrid, "part legislator, executive, and judge" (146). Glick and Vines identified

54% of the judges as law interpreters, 23% as lawmakers, and 19% as pragmatist.

More elected than appointed judges were classified as law interpreters, and more

appointed than elected judges were identified as lawmakers.

The judges were also asked about the importance of precedents in their

decisions. The results showed that law interpreters tended to say precedents are very

important in decision making while lawmakers tended to say precedents are
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moderately important. Pragmatists claimed precedent is very important at a rate

almost as high as that of the law interpreters. Glick and Vines hypothesized that the

law interpreter and lawmaker orientations parallel conservative and liberal political

views (respectively), although they do not offer a sufficient rationale for this

hypothesis. In addition, their data on the decisions handed down by the judges in

1965-66 do not show a clear correlation between a particular political viewpoint and a

particular role orientation. Lawmakers were only more liberal than law interpreters

in one or two categories and pragmatists were generally more liberal than either of

the other two types. Glick and Vines concluded that "role perceptions are useful in

describing certain aspects of judicial behavior but that role does not explain the

specific outcomes involving liberal and conservative issues" (158).

John Wold also conducted interviews for a similar study of the state supreme

court judges of four states (Delaware, Maryland, New York, and Virginia) and in a

classification almost identical to that of Glick and Vines, identified justices as law

interpreters, lawmakers, and eclectics. Wold also assumed that these roles would

reflect a specific policy orientation and asked the judges if they were politically

conservative or liberal. He argued that the categories do reflect this ideological

dimension, but his number of judges is quite small -- particularly there are only three

justices in the lawmaker category. Wold also related the judges' role orientations to

their personal attributes. This portion of his study is discussed later.

J. Woodford Howard (1977) conducted a similar study of federal circuit

judges for the Second, Fifth, and District of Columbia Circuit Courts of Appeal. He
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discovered a strong consensus among the judges concerning professional norms and

their duty to enforce the law, but the consensus dissolved when the proper scope of

judicial lawmaking became the focus of discussion. Most of the judges agreed that

"bold policy ventures such as Brown v. Board of Education should be left to the high

court or Congress," but they also agreed that stare decisis is "not an unbreakable

rule" (449). Howard, too, identified three types of role orientations -- innovator,

interpreter, and realist -- which are obvious analogs of Glick and Vines' and Wold's

typologies. One-seventh of his judges fell into the innovator category, which contains

those judges who believe that judges are obliged to make law because of legal

vacuums, unclear precedents, and political stalemates. One-fourth of the judges fell

into the interpreter category, which contains judges who say that judges should leave

lawmaking to the legislatures. Two-thirds of his judges fell into the middle category

of realists, which contains those judges who believe that on certain occasions judges

must be activists such as when precedents are unclear, but that other occasions require

restraint. Howard also expected innovators/lawmakers to be liberal and interpreters

to be conservative. He found some indication of this association, but again the

analysis was hampered by the researcher's small set of judges. He also analyzed the

relation between votes and role perceptions, calculating the support percentages of the

judges support for certain categories of claimants over a two year period. He

concluded that the typology is moderately associated with liberal and conservative

votes, but his statistical analysis was limited to percentages, and he offered no

statistical controls.
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John Scheb, Thomas Ungs, and Allison Hayes (1989) utilized more

sophisticated statistical techniques to test the association between liberal and

conservative ideologies and judicial role orientations. They surveyed Florida District

Court judges and conducted a factor analysis which confirms the existence of a

judicial activism/restraint dichotomy. They reported that 57.0% of the judges were

restraintists and 42.3% were activists. They compared the justices by their self-

identified ideology and found no correlation between activism and restraintism and

either type of ideology (liberals are 61.5% restraintist and 38.5% activist and

conservatives are 53.8% restraintist and 46.2% activists). They also tested the effect

of ideology on the judges' criminal reversal rates and found no statistically significant

relationship. However when they tested the interactive effect of these role

orientations on the reversal rates, expecting that activist judges would be more

affected by their political attitudes, their results showed that liberal activists were

more likely than conservative activists to reverse criminal convictions (73% compared

to 56%) while liberal restraintists are only slightly less likely to reverse than

conservative restraintists (57% compared to 60%). Their results suggested that the

activist role orientation allows political ideologies to have more influence in voting

decisions.

James Gibson (1977, 1978, 1981) has conducted several studies of role

orientations of state judges. His early interviews of Iowa trial court judges allowed

him to analyze the relationship between the judges' role perceptions and their voting

in criminal cases. He asked the judges about their beliefs on the origins of crime,
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their goals in sentencing, the seriousness of certain national problems, and particular

criminal issues such as the death penalty, plea bargains, and the legalization of

gambling and all sexual acts. Gibson found limited direct effects of the these

perceptions or of role orientations on the justices' sentencing behavior, but his

analysis suggested that role orientation performs more strongly as an intervening

variable.

In his later study of Iowa and California state courts, Gibson stressed that role

perceptions must be reconceptualized as "beliefs about what kind of behavior is

proper" (as reprinted in Gibson 1989,445), specifically what kind of decision process

rather than what kind of policy content is proper. He asked the judges six questions

which helped him to rate several decisional factors on the degree of influence they

believe the factors should have on their decisions. The judges' responses to the

questions were similar across states and across judges and suggested that the judges

divide easily into two categories: the process-oriented and the result-oriented. Gibson

more carefully operationalized his measure of role perceptions with closed-ended

questions instead of the open-ended interviews used in the previous studies. Gibson

does not test his orientations against actual behavior, and admits that his study is

basically a methodological argument about how to best measure role orientations.

The new typology of judicial role orientations remains virtually indistinguishable from

the lawmaker and law interpreter roles, all of which continue to revolve around the

concepts of judicial restraint and activism.

The Personal Attributes Approach
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The school of judicial realism posits that judicial decision making is largely a

product of personal values, which are empowered by the wide measure of discretion

judges have in making decisions, especially in the Supreme Court. Glendon Schubert

and others have shown that psychological factors such as attitudes, political ideology,

or attributes affect these decisions (Schubert 1965 and 1974 and Segal and Spaeth

1993). The personal attributes model theorizes that shared personal attributes or

background characteristics "reflect similar socialization processes and life experiences,

which in turn produce similar attitudes and ultimately behavior (votes)" (Gryski and

Main 1986, 528). Because attitudes are often extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

measure with validity, political scientists have looked to personal attributes or

characteristics to explain the variance in judicial voting behavior.

Attribute models have been used to analyze the voting behavior of judges at all

levels of state and federal courts. The following review of the literature shows that

many of the models have been successful, particularly those dealing with the Supreme

Court. The review further shows that success and outcomes have varied across

studies because the models have included different attributes and types of voting

behavior and different operationalization and measures. Of course, the attributes

approach is not without limitations of its own. One criticism of the approach has

been that the attribute variables may not actually measure similar experiences among

the different judges and thus a variable may be associated with different attitudes

across time (Goldman and Sarat 1978 374 as cited in Tate 1981, 355). However, the

following review of the literature also shows that models can be designed that
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successfully predict behavior over long periods of time (Tate and Handberg 1991).

Another criticism is that its explanation is limited in that attributes are only

indirect influences on voting behavior and do not account for the effect of intervening

variables such as role perceptions (Grossman 1967, 1966). The literature review

shows that attributes can sometimes predict behavior so well that they could be

substitutes for attitudes (Tate and Handberg 1991). Although attributes studies have

most frequently been employed in studies of liberalism/conservatism, they have also

been used to predict role perceptions such as whether it is proper to dissent or to be

activist or restraintist (Schmidhauser 1964; Ulmer 1970; and Wold 1974). In this

study the attribute approach will be employed to analyze the actual restraintist or

activist behavior of the Supreme Court.

Early Attribute Studies

Even though judicial background studies can be traced back to the 1930s

(Grossman, 1966), John Schmidhauser's 1959 analysis of the backgrounds of Supreme

Court justices best marks the beginning of modern background studies. Rather than

focus on the relationship between background and decision making, he focused on the

linkage between background and judicial selection. During the 1960s political

scientists began to use background characteristics to explore the association between

these characteristics and particular voting behaviors. Stuart Nagel's studies (1962)

showed that Catholic state and federal supreme court justices are more liberal than

Protestant justices in criminal cases and business regulation and that judges who are

of Anglo-Saxon origin are more conservative than those of non-Anglo-Saxon origin
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(1962). Nagel (1961) also demonstrated that Democratic justices were more likely to

be liberal than their Republican counterparts in many categories of cases, including

civil liberties, economic, and criminal issues.

Schmidhauser (1961) also found the party variable significant, along with

regional background, in "regionally divisive" Supreme Court cases during the

sectional crisis of 1837-1860. His data also showed that judicial experience was

negatively related to adherence to precedent and that judicial inexperience and humble

beginnings were correlated with dissent behavior.

Sidney Ulmer's 1962 analysis of the voting behavior of the Michigan state

supreme court and David Adamany's 1969 analysis of the Wisconsin state supreme

court both support the effect of the partisan background variable: being a Democrat

was correlated with more liberal voting behavior in workmen's compensation and

unemployment compensation cases. In contrast to Nagel's and Schmidhauser's

results, Sheldon Goldman's 1966 rank scalings analysis of the Courts of Appeals

showed little correlation between voting behavior and most of the demographic

factors except party identification.

Don Bowen's (1965) study of state and federal appellate judges initiated the

use of more sophisticated statistical techniques (partial correlation coefficients and

multiple regression analysis) in background studies. His replication of Schmidhauser

and Nagel's work produced a relatively low percentage of explained variance in

voting which led him to conclude that background characteristics were not generally

useful predictors of behavior.
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Despite these rather mixed and somewhat discouraging initial results political

scientists did not abandon the background models, but continued to produce more

sophisticated studies of judicial voting behavior at various levels of the federal and

state courts.

Attribute Studies on State Supreme Courts

State supreme courts have continued to be the focus of analysis for some

work, but not as frequently as in the early studies. One of the major criticism of

attribute studies is that the model does not account for intervening variables such as

role perceptions (Grossman 1967, 341). John Wold's 1974 study of state supreme

court judges actually does take care of that problem by using the role perception as

the dependent variable. Wold implemented his study by conducting interviews of

state supreme court justices in Delaware, Maryland, New York, and Virginia to

determine their perceptions of their role as judges. He measured the effect of the

judge's attributes against the judges' perceptions of their role along an activism

dimension that varied from lawmaker to the law interpreter role orientation. His

results showed that 1) Catholic were more activist oriented than Protestant or Jewish

judges, 2) judges from urban upbringing were more activist), 3) older judges were

more activist than younger judges but length of service was not related to

activism/restraint, and 4) Republicans are more activists than Democrats. However,

he found only limited association between educational and career attributes and role

orientations.

Gerard Gryski, Eleanor Main, and William J. Dixon (1986a) restricted their
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study of state supreme court behavior to a narrow set of cases: sex discrimination.

They discovered that contrary to their expectation, both out-of-state legal education

and public law school education were strong predictors that a judge would support a

sex discrimination claim. They assumed that out-of-state education served a sort of

"cosmopolitanizing influence" and that private law school education either served as a

conservatizing influence or simply attracted conservative students (1986a, 532).

Gryski, Main, and Dixon do not find prior judicial experience to have any significant

relationship to these cases. Contrary to previous studies of other courts/cases, they

showed that the age of the judge had a liberalizing effect on decisions, at least in sex

discrimination cases. Finally they find that while region (South/non-South) had no

effect, Democratic party identification was highly associated with votes in favor of

sex discrimination claims (1986b).

Attribute Studies in Trial Courts (Federal and State)

Numerous attribute studies have analyzed the various issue areas in state and

federal trial courts. Claude Rowland and Robert Carp's 1980 study of federal district

judges and the partisan effect in civil liberties cases found that partisanship became an

increasingly important voting cue when the Supreme Court was in transition between

the Warren and Burger Courts, presumably because there was more ambiguity in the

appellate courts during such a transition. Because they found that the differences

between Democrats and Republicans in civil liberties liberalism changed over time,

they stressed the need for longitudinal rather than cross-sectional studies. Rowland

and Carp's next study (1983), dealt with economic liberalism and focused on the
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effect of appointing president while controlling for party effects. Their examination

of federal district court judges appointed by Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and

Nixon showed significant effects for appointing president on economic liberalism:

Nixon appointees were the most conservative and Johnson appointees the most liberal.

When Rowland, Carp, and Donald Songer (1989) extended the analysis of appointing

president to voting decisions in criminal cases by appointees of Carter, Nixon, and

Reagan, they found that the Carter cohort supported criminal defendants almost twice

as often as the Reagan appointees with Nixon appointees scoring between Carter and

Reagan. Appointing president continued to be a significant variable when Rowland

and Steve Alumbaugh (1990) examined abortion cases and reported a large difference

in votes between Carter and Reagan appointees in support of abortion; however, the

differences between the non-Reagan appointed judges were small. In another study

their results also indicated that religion (Catholic versus non-Catholic) did have some

effect (Catholics more likely to vote against abortion), but the effect was less than

expected and was probably muted by including Protestant fundamentalists as non-

Catholics. They also demonstrated that judges from the South were more likely than

Northern judges to vote against Roe.

Thomas Walker and Deborah Barrow (1985) added two new variables, race

and gender, to study of attributes and voting behavior in their study of federal district

judges' decision in several issue areas. Their results showed few significant

differences between white and African-American judges in personal liberties, criminal

rights, federal economic regulation, women's policy issues, and minority policy
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issues. They also reported no significant differences between male and female judges

in cases involving criminal policy and women's issues. However, they did find that

female judges tended to be more conservative in personal and minority rights and that

female judges generally voted to support the government more than male judges.

Criminal law provides an additional decisional area in which race or gender

might have an effect. Susan Welch, Michael Combs, and John Gruhl (1988) studied

state trial courts and found only small differences in sentencing severity among white

and African-American judges, controlling for the suspect's prior criminal record and

for case facts. In deciding whether to give prison terms African-American judges

treated defendants of both races equally whereas, white judges treated African-

American defendants more harshly. Continuing his study, Gruhl, Cassia Spohn, and

Susan Welch (1981) did not find significant differences between male and female

judges' in convictions and sentencing except that male judges were slightly less likely

to send female defendants to prison.

Attributes Studies of the U.S. Courts of Appeal

Attribute models have not been tested as frequently for the U.S. Court of

Appeals. Sheldon Goldman (1975) extended his early research on the U.S. Circuit

Courts (1966) to the years 1965 to 1971, analyzing liberalism in voting decisions

across several issue areas. His results showed that party identification and age were

the most relevant variables, with younger judges and Democrats more likely to be

liberal than Republicans and older judges. Donald Songer and Sue Davis (1990) also

examined the effects of partisanship and region, on voting behavior of U.S. appellate
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judges in cases involving labor relations, criminal law, the First Amendment, and

civil rights. Consistent with other studies, they found that Democratic judges were

more liberal than Republican judges in each of the four areas. But region was

significant only in civil rights cases where southern judges of both parties were more

conservative than northern judges before but not after 1969. Thus time may be a

significant source of variation in the effects of some personal attributes.

Attribute Studies of the U.S. Supreme Court

Despite early disappointments, attribute studies have been most successful in

modeling decisional behavior when their focus has been the Supreme Court justices.

Sidney Ulmer replicated Schmidhauser's study of attributes and dissent behavior using

a larger population of justices and using variations of four of Schmidhauser's

variables which he believed better represent "socialization patterns that [would]

produce particular psychological needs" and which in turn would affect the way a

justice approaches a case (1970, 588-9). His data supported Schmidhauser's results

and showed that justices who are non-political lawyers or Catholics are more likely to

dissent.

Some years later Tate argued that political scientists may have prematurely

rejected the use of attribute models to explain judicial voting behavior, and as

evidence offered two "parsimonious attribute models which explain 70 to 90 percent

of the variance in the [Supreme Court] justices' liberalism in ... two case areas, civil

rights and liberties and economics" (1981, 355). He analyzed the nonunanimous

decisions of twenty-five justices who served between 1946 and 1978.
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Tate's model for liberalism in civil rights and liberties case which included the

independent variables party identification, appointing president, appointment region,

extent of judicial experience, and type of prosecutorial experience, and explained 87

percent of its variance. 4 Tate's results suggested that the "justices' voting on civil

liberties cases is a product of their career experiences and partisan affiliations.

His model predicts that a justice "who is an experienced judge without prosecutorial

experience, and who is a Democrat appointed from a non-southern state by Lyndon

Johnson" would be the most liberal in civil liberties cases and a justice "who was a

prosecutor without judicial experience, and who is a Republican (or Independent)

appointed from the South by Harry Truman" would be the most conservative (362).

Tate's model for economic liberalism included as independent variables party

identification, appointing president, prestige of prelaw education, appointed from

elective office, extent of judicial experience, and type of prosecutorial experience) and

explained 72 percent of the variance. Party identification was the most important

influence in economic cases. The model predicted that a justice "who is a Democrat

appointed from elective office, but with extensive judicial and no prosecutorial

experience, who attended a high-prestige prelaw school and was not appointed by

Harry Truman or Richard Nixon" would be the most liberal in economic cases and

that one who is a "Republican (or Independent) justice who attended an average-

prestige undergraduate school, was appointed from an elective office, had

4 Tate notes that once these independent variables are controlled, religious affiliation adds little to
the model. A subsequent correction published in Tate and Handberg (1991) noted that due to a coding
error, the explained variance for this model should have been only 81%.
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prosecutorial, but not judicial, experience, and was appointed by Harry Truman"

would be most conservative (362).

The high level of success of Tate's models in showing strong association

between personal attributes and voting behavior leads Tate to suggest that the inherent

limitation of attribute models can be overcome. However, he cautioned that his

model only dealt with 25 justices of a unique court, and that its results should be

regarded "as suggestive, but hardly conclusive, on the utility of attribute models in

explaining the decision making of judges in general" (363).

Tate suggested that the success of his models might answer in part some of the

theoretical concerns of the critics of attributes models who suggested that attribute

models were inevitably poorly specified. Tate emphasized the difficulty or

impossibility of measuring intervening variables such as role perceptions and values,

and suggested that one of his variables, appointing president, "may more or less

directly index the values and role perceptions held by the Supreme Court," because,

as evidence suggests, "presidents pay close attention to the values and role perceptions

[of] their potential appointees" (365). The strength of the models also suggested that

attitudes and role perceptions "may be such proximate causes of judicial decisions that

they are, for many analytical purposes, all but indistinguishable from decisional

behavior" (363). Thus the indirect effect that attributes measure may closely

approximate the direct effect of omitted attitudinal and role variables.

Even though Tate's model was highly successful, Sidney Ulmer's longer term

study of Supreme Court support for government over underdogs in the period 1903-68
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showed such limited success that Ulmer suggested there must be a major shortcoming

in attribute models: they are time-bound or limited only to "particular compositions of

the court" at particular times (1989, 398). His four models used three predictors

(father as a state/federal officer, first-born status, and party identification) for which

he offers no theoretical support. His most successful model covered only the second

half of his time period and explained 72 percent of the variance compared to the

model of the earlier time period which explains only 18 percent. This difference led

Ulmer to conclude that his Supreme Court attribute models were not time-neutral and

to suggest that nonbackground variables may "condition the impact of social attributes

on subsequent behavior--variables for which time is possibly a surrogate" (403).

Neal Tate and Roger Handberg subsequently countered Ulmer's argument and

suggested that in fact "theorists should expect social attribute models to be both time

bound and content-dependent because they reflect politically relevant social structures

and society-wide processes of social and political change" (1991, 461). They

explained that just as a single model cannot explain two areas of decisions equally

well (for example, economic cases and civil liberties) neither can a model be expected

to explain two time periods unless it is "modified to reflect differences in the principal

social and political structures" (452). Basing their argument on a priori theoretical

considerations, Tate and Handberg adapted Tate's economic and civil liberties models

for 1946-78 to apply to the 46 Supreme Court justices serving from 1916 to 1988.

Tate and Handberg's civil rights and civil liberties models explains 47 percent

of the variance, which they believe is a "noteworthy result for an a priori model that
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covers over seven decades and does not include predictors that directly reference

time" (475). They found, as expected, that political factors such as a justice's party

identification and the appointing president's intentions are positively related and

southern and rural or agricultural origins and father's government service were

negatively related, to civil rights and liberties liberalism as expected. Social class

status and non-Protestant religion were not significantly related and prosecutorial

experience has a negatively correlated to civil liberties liberalism. Contrary to

expectations, they found judicial experience has no significant impact and that first-

born status is positively, rather than negatively, related to the dependent variable.

The strongest effect is that for partisanship, followed by agricultural origins, and

southern origins.

The explanatory power of Tate and Handberg's economic model was higher

than the civil rights model as it explained 51 percent of the variance. As in the civil

liberties model, they found a positive relationship for political factors, partisanship,

and appointing president's intentions and a negative relationship for agricultural

origins. However, in this model neither first-born status nor father's government

service had a significant relationship nor do southern origins or non-Protestant

religion, and both judicial experience (positive) and prosecutorial experience

(negative) had the expected relationships. In the economic model appointing

president's intentions had the strongest impact followed by agricultural origins and

partisanship. Tate and Handberg's regression models showed that attribute models

can be "content-appropriate but not time bound" and can cover a large number (46) of
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justices over an "extensive period [72 years] of social, economic, and political

change" (477).

Attribute Models in Comparative Studies

Little work has been done with attribute models in a comparative setting,

except for Neal Tate's studies of the Philippine Supreme Court and Tate and

Sittiwong's 1989 analysis of the Canadian Supreme Court. Tate's early study (1972)

of the Philippine Supreme Court focused on the effect of attributes on dissent

behavior and liberalism in criminal case decisions. Even though the explanatory

power of his dissent model was only moderate, his liberalism model successfully

predicted voting behavior. The analysis showed that a judge with Catholic pre-law

education was more likely to favor criminal defendants, a result that was consistent

with findings in early U.S. studies that judges with Catholic affiliations are more

liberal in criminal cases.

Tate and Sittiwong created a model of personal attributes of the Canadian

Supreme Court civil rights and liberties and economic cases. They based much of

their model on the social cleavages which have been shown to be influence mass

voting behavior in Western European countries. They argued that indicators of class-

based social cleavages, such as income, education, and occupation, should be

important across nations, whereas indicators for cultural cleavages will have to be

designed for specific nations. For example, instead of North/South in the Canadian

model, the relevant regional cleavage was measured as Quebecois or non-Quebecois.

The Canadian model achieved a much greater level of success than Tate's
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Philippines model and was comparable to that of Tate's model of the U.S. Supreme

Court. Both their economic and civil liberties models showed that a judge who is

non-Quebecois and Catholic, who has political experience, and who is an appointee of

a Liberal prime minister other than King would be expected to be the most liberal. In

both models being non-Quebecois and Catholic has the greatest relative impact,

followed by appointing prime minister.

Tate and Sittiwong report that their Canadian study shows regional cleavages

to be important in other cultures (Quebecois/non-Quebecois in Canada) as has been

shown in the U.S. (South/non-South). Their study showed that Catholicism had a

liberalizing influence in Canada as it does in the United States and the Philippines.

Also, political party in both the United States and Canada predicts conservatism and

liberalism, but appointing prime minister did not have as much effect as appointing

president did in the United States. As expected, the effect of career and political

experience varied across countries in that in the United States judicial experience was

related to both economic and civil rights and liberties liberalism and political

experience was only related to economic liberalism, while in Canada both types of

prior experience were related to both types of liberalism, and in the Philippines

political experience was positively related and judicial experience at the trial court

level was negatively related to civil rights and liberties liberalism. Tate and Sittiwong

concluded that the same factors that affect Canadian politics in general also influenced

the Canadian Supreme Court--just as has been shown in the United States.

Across these different studies, political party identification has generally been
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the strongest predictor of liberalism over broad issue areas ranging from civil

rights/liberties to economics and in narrower issue areas ranging from sex

discrimination to abortion and criminal law cases. In the U.S. Democratic judges are

consistently more liberal than their Republican counterparts. Appointing president

and appointing president's intentions have also been strong indicators of behavior.

The effect of other attributes have varied more by issue area and court. Judicial

experience was related to economic liberalism, but not civil liberties liberalism.

Prosecutorial experience was related to behavior in both areas. Region was

significant in civil liberties, but not economic liberalism. Religion has usually been

insignificant except in abortion cases, Wold's 1974 study of activism and Ulmer's

1970 study of dissent. Age has also shown generally weak results in that it is largely

insignificant except in Gryski, Main and Dixon (1986b, 1986b) and Goldman's 1964

and 1975 studies and Wold's activism model. In numerous studies attributes have

been shown to effective predictors of judicial liberalism in decisional behavior over

several issue areas. However, in other dimensions of decisional behavior such as

dissent or activism, the scarcity of attribute studies has left the evidence rather weak.

Only two studies (Wold 1974 and Schmidhauser 1961) have studied the effects of

attributes on activism/restraint: Wold's study analyzed role orientation where as

Schmidhauser's study analyzed the judge's adherence to precedent. This study

endeavors to further the application of attribute models in this area.

Leadership of the Chief Justice

Some research suggests that the leadership and influence of the chief justice,
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may also be relevant to the study of judicial activism. This research assumes that the

chief justice has the opportunity for leadership or to exert special influence on the

other justices because of his prerogatives and responsibilities such as presiding over

the conference, where he presents his case first, presiding over oral arguments, and

assigning opinions when he is in the majority (Danielski 1989, 486). David Danielski

(1989) studied the leadership of Chief Justices Taft, Hughes, and Stone by analyzing

four dimensions or areas in which the chief justice would most likely wish to assert

his influence on the Court: in the certiorari process, in conference, in the assignment

of opinions, and in achieving unanimity. His research showed Hughes to be the

most influential of the three chief justices during the certiorari process because of his

strict time limits on discussion and because of his innovation in creating the "special

list" of cases that do not merit discussion in conference. Neither Taft nor Stone

exercised rigorous control of the certiorari conference.

Danielski identified two possible roles for the chief justice's leadership in

conference; task and social leadership. Task leadership is intellectual leadership in

framing the discussion of the cases. Social leadership ensures that the attitudes and

emotions of the other justices are considered. Taft and his friend, Associate Justice

Van Devanter worked as a team with Taft as social leader and Van Devanter as task

leader. Hughes exhibited both styles of leadership and exerted strong influence on the

conference by keeping a tight control on the discussion. Stone, who chafed under

Hughes' style of leadership, ran a looser conference, in which the level of conflict

was high, because of Stone's lack of control over discussion and his inability as a
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social leader to smooth over bruised egos.

One of the most important measures of the chief justices' or any justice's

influence is the ability to achieve unanimity in the Court's decisions. Danielski

accessed the success of the chief justices, albeit without giving any hard data to back

up his conclusions, and concluded that Taft and Hughes were fairly successful in

obtaining unanimous votes, in part because they believed that the unanimity of the

Court was often more important than publicly dissenting in some cases. Stone was

less successful in obtaining unanimous votes because as an associate justice he openly

supported the freedom to dissent and continued to exercise it often even as chief

justice. While Stone may not have been successful in achieving Danielski's measure

of influence (unanimous votes), his influence on the justices' dissent behavior was

undeniable as has been shown in other works (Walker, Epstein, and Dixon 1988 and

Haynie 1992).

Danielski and Danielski (1989) conducted an empirical analysis of leadership

in the Warren Court for the 1953-54 terms, the 1962-63 terms, and the 1967-68

terms. They analyzed decisions in which the opinion writers gained or lost votes

from the original conference vote. They assumed that the opinion writer has exerted

influence over those who change their votes. They also measured how often the

justices have changed their opinions to go along with the majority (acquiescence),

because this is seen as another way in which the justice may be willing lead the

court -- in developing harmony. In 1953-54 Warren had the third highest leadership

and acquiescence score. In the 1961-62 Warren had the second lowest leadership
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score and the second highest acquiescence score. In 1967-68 set Warren had the third

highest leadership and acquiescence scores. Danielski and Danielski concluded that

Warren was largely a social leader (thus his high scores on acquiescence) who valued

congeniality on the Court, and that Warren shared the task and the social leadership

role with William Brennan, much as Taft had done with Van Devanter.

Thomas G. Walker, Lee Epstein, and William J. Dixon's (1988) analysis of

the rising trend of concurring and dissent votes from 1800-1980 suggests that the

leadership of Chief Justice Harlan Fisk Stone not only influenced the increase in

dissent on his own court, but also influenced all of the others courts to come. They

argued that his loose style of leadership, and more importantly, his self-professed

belief that dissent is critical in developing sound legal principles encouraged dissent.

Stacia Haynie's (1992) Box-Jenkins analysis of the same data, statistically confirmed

this hypothesis (1992). The chief justiceships of Stone and Charles Evan Hughes

were the only significant factors she found related to the increased number of dissents

and concurring opinions.

While these studies do not analyze the affects of activist or restraintist

behavior specifically, they do indicate the probability of the chief justice's influence in

these votes. Particularly, they would suggest that chief justices such as Taft who

desire unanimity, or, on the opposite end of the spectrum, chief justices such as Stone

who value dissent might affect these votes.

Case Factor Studies

Case related factors are obviously those that vary with the individual case
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rather than by justice. Two particular case factors are especially relevant to this

study: the participation of the solicitor general and the participation of third parties

through amicus curiae briefs. The position of the United States solicitor general was

created in 1870, and has been held by two future Supreme Court justices, Chief

Justice Charles Evan Hughes and Associate Justice Thurgood Marshall. The

influence of this office has become so influential that the solicitor general is often

called the "Tenth Justice" (Caplan 1987). Beyond preparing briefs and presenting oral

argument for the government's position, the solicitor general also participates by

preparing amicus curiae briefs to support the government's position in cases in which

it is not a direct party. The influence of the solicitor general has been the source of

numerous studies, that have confirmed the success of the solicitor general in three

areas: 1) obtaining access to the Court, 2) winning cases on the merits, and 3)

participating through amicus briefs.

Tanenhaus et al's 1963 study of the Court's decisions in 1947-58 demonstrated

that when United States sought certiorari it was eight times more likely to be granted

certiorari (47%) than when certiorari was sought without the government as a party in

the case (6%). Doris Provine's 1980 study documented an even higher rate of success

(66%) for the United States, and Gregory Caldiera and John Wright's 1988 study also

confirmed these results. The solicitor general is found to be even more successful in

winning cases on the merits. Steven Puro's (1981) study showed that solicitors

general were successful at a rate of 63% if their position supported conservative

ideology and 86% if their position supported liberal ideology. Jeffrey Segal showed
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that the solicitor general wins at least 65% of his cases (1986, 1988). During the

Warren and Burger Courts the solicitor general's office fared better than this average.

The Warren Court was decidedly more supportive of the solicitor general when he

took liberal position (90.5%) than when he took conservative positions (75%). On

the Burger Court the solicitor received only 70% for both positions.

The solicitor general's success as amicus curiae has been as great as in these

other areas of participation. Robert Scigliano's (1971) study of four court terms

during the 1940s and 1960s reported a success rate of 87% when the solicitor filed an

amicus brief. Segal (1986) showed that all (22) of the justices on the Court from

1953-82 supported the parties for whom the solicitor general had filed an amicus brief

in at least 50% of the cases. He also reported that the solicitor's office won 75% of

the cases in which it filed an amicus brief. Again the support for the office often

followed an ideological direction. Segal found that support was lowest (65%) for

Carter's solicitor general, when there was a combination of a conservative court with

a liberal administration, and highest (87.5%) during the Kennedy's administration

when both court and administration were liberal. The ideological dimension of support

holds up in Segal and Reedy's (1988) research which reports the solicitor general

successful in 64% to 90% of sex discrimination cases from 1971-84, according to

whether the decision was anti-equality or pro-equality, respectively. Sidney Ulmer

and David Willison (1985) find that the solicitor general's office was even more likely

to win if the solicitor general personally presented the oral argument (94% versus

73.5%) regardless of the issue or the particular solicitor general. These studies of the
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solicitor general would suggest a high probability that the solicitor's participation in

general would affect the justices' behavior, and that the more the solicitor participates

directly, the more influence he would have. Thus participation through oral argument

would have be expected to have more influence than participation through amicus

briefs.

Of course, participation through amicus curiae briefs is not limited to the

solicitor general. Participation by amicus has in fact become the norm in most

Supreme Court cases. For example, O'Connor and Epstein (1982) found that during

1970-80 as many as 53% of the Court's cases involved amicus briefs. Numerous

recent studies have focused on the use of the amicus brief as a strategy by different

groups to influence the outcome of the Court's decisions (Caldiera and Wright 1988

and 1990; Epstein 1985; O'Connor 1980, O'Connor and Epstein 1981, 1983, and

1986).

One component of these studies relates particularly to this study of judicial

activism: the success of the amicus strategy in affecting decisions. Defining the

success of litigation strategies, which includes filing amicus briefs as a positive ruling

from the Court (O'Connor 1980, 143). O'Connor and Epstein reported that women's

groups were successful with their litigation and amicus strategies in 63% of the forty-

six cases which they examine, but unfortunately the data are not given for each

category. Even though more amicus briefs were filed for plenary decisions than for

the cert petitions (only 30% of the cert petitions have amicus briefs), more is known

about the success of amicus briefs in the cert process (Caldiera and Wright 1990).
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Caldiera and Wright (1988) found that the presence of amicus briefs increases the

likelihood of a decision to grant certiorari. They also found that the greater the

number of amicus briefs that were filed, the more likely it was that the case will be

accepted. However, they reported that the number of persons or groups that a sign a

particular brief did not effect the decision (1118). They suggested that the Court must

be "clearly receptive to a large number of briefs" if only because it could easily deny

motions to file such briefs (1990, 800). They believe that these briefs provide a

valuable source of information to the judges at this early stage. Even though the

evidence concerning the influence of amicus briefs on judicial votes is slight at this

point, one would still expect that the number of amicus briefs could affect the

justices' decisions to overturn a congressional statute, particularly since the presence

of numerous briefs offsets the countermajoritarian nature of a vote to strike a

congressional law.

Integrated Models

A few studies have successfully combined attribute or other judge-based

variables and legal or case factors into integrated models. Donald Songer and Susan

Haire (1992) studied U.S. Courts of Appeals obscenity cases using two attribute

variables (appointing president and region) along with a dummy variable marking a

change in precedent, litigant variables (government role, the type of seller of the

alleged pornography, and so forth), case characteristics (the genre of pornography,

such as film, magazine, or book), and legal arguments (claims based on First

Amendment, right to privacy, or prior restraint). Their model correctly predicted
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79.2% of the votes with a reduction in error of 45.7%. They reported that region

and appointing president were significant even after controlling for the case variables.

The precedent dummy variable, three of the litigant variables, two of legal arguments

variables, and all of the case characteristic variables were highly significant and have

substantial magnitude.

Jilda Aliotta (1988) analyzed Supreme Court equal protection cases with four

personal attribute variables (party identification, prestige of education, political

experience, and prior judicial experience) and case characteristics, which included the

area of discrimination, the class of individual affected, and litigant characteristics.

Even when controlling for case factors her analysis showed that the two attributes

improved the ability to classify the justices' votes by 13% over what would been

classified based on chance alone. The addition of the case characteristics also

increased the number of cases classified correctly: 23% over chance alone--10 points

more than with only the attribute variables. The strongest variable was the federal

government as a party in the case. She also found that the issues in the case were

important factors in the decisions. As result she concluded that "judicial behavior can

be studied more profitably within its political and legal context rather than in

isolation" (281).

Other behavioral models have integrated legal and nonlegal factors. For

example George and Epstein (1992) constructed capital punishment models which

analyzed separately the effect of extralegal factors such as the political environment,

changes in the make-up of the Court, and amicus participation by the solicitor general
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and the effect of legal facts such as the presence of aggravating factors and whether

capital punishment would be perceived as proportionate with the crime. Tested

separately they found that the models performed equally as well, but that the models

overpredicted outcomes in opposing directions; the legal model overpredicted liberal

decisions and the extralegal model overpredicted conservative decisions. When they

combined the results in an integrated model, the model successfully predicted 88% of

the Court's votes without the former bias. Therefore George and Epstein concluded

that "the most complete explanation of judicial outcomes should incorporate legal and

extralegal factors" (334).

The study of judicial activism particularly would seem to merit the thorough

analysis of an integrated model since this behavior involves what many would

consider an extraordinary exercise of judicial power. It could be argued that in such

an extraordinary use of power only the strongest legal or case factors would be likely

to influence a justices's vote. Conversely it could be argued that these votes are

simply the same as any vote, and would thus be affected by the same personal factors,

which have been shown to work in other types of decisions or other dimensions of

judicial behavior. Thus a model that could analyze some combination of legal and

extralegal factors would seem to offer the best potential for understanding this

dimension of the justices' behavior.



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF DATA

The review of the literature has illustrated the use of multiple measures of

Supreme Court activism: 1) nullification of a) congressional statutes, b) state statutes,

and c) local ordinances; 2) deference to a) regulatory agencies, b) the solicitor

general, and c) the states over the federal government; and 3) overruling the Court's

own precedents. This study analyzes all cases in which the Court has declared

congressional statutes unconstitutional. While each of the other measures is

justifiable, I believe this particular measure offers the best starting point for the

analysis of judicial activism.

From the standpoint of democratic representation, striking congressional

statutes would seem to be a more severe action than striking local or state ordinances

because the congressional laws were passed by a popularly elected body that

represents the will of the entire nation; in contrast, the bodies that pass state or local

ordinances represent only a small portion of the national will, and the agency officials

and the solicitors general are not elected officials, and no one seriously questions the

Supreme Court's right to overrule its own decisions.

Studying the nullification of congressional statutes allows the research to focus

on a smaller sphere of potential influences on the justices' votes. The external

political environment is reduced from fifty state legislatures to one Congress, and the

46
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number of instances of activism is reduced from approximately 1100 to only 132.

Thus the possibility of getting a more in depth analysis is increased. The

disadvantage, of course, is that the results will only explain a portion of the cases in

which the Court is activist. Also, because of the smaller data set, in which some

justices do not have enough votes to analyze, some types of analysis cannot be

conducted until the larger body of activist decisions can be coded. The analysis of

these congressional nullification cases is an important addition to Champagne and

Nagel (1982) and Spaeth and Teger's (1982) research, because it will study all of the

justices who engaged in this particular type of behavior in over a 200 year period. It

is an important step toward analyzing the entire body of activist decisions.

THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Decisions in which the Supreme Court has struck down congressional statutes

are identified by the list of cases in the Library of Congress's (1974) The Constitution

of the United States: Analysis and Interpretation. These cases were the basis of

Caldiera and McCrone's (1982) research. This source lists the acts of Congress

which have been held to be unconstitutional in whole or in part, and includes 125 acts

as currently constituted. In some instances portions of the acts are declared

unconstitutional in different cases involving different court terms and justices, and

thus the total number of nullification cases rises to 132. The list begins with Marbury

v. Madison in 1803 and goes through United States v. Eichman during the 1989 term.

Of these 132 cases, forty-seven (36%) are unanimous decisions.

Obviously, during these two hundred and one years of the Court's history,
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nullification of a congressional statute was a fairly rare action, occurring on average

once per year. During this time period there were 126 years in which no

congressional statutes were overturned. Most of the cases have been decided in the

twentieth century (110 out of 132 or .83% of the cases) with a somewhat increasing

trend: 49 cases date to the first 50 years of the twentieth century and 61 cases to the

following forty years. There have been outstanding peak years during the twentieth

century in which the Court greatly exceeds its average rate: 1) five cases occurred

both in 1934 and in 1935, which obviously coincides with Roosevelt's New Deal

battles with the "nine old men," 2) nineteen cases, mostly involving civil rights and

liberties, occurred in a five year span during the late Warren and early Burger Courts

(1967-70 and 1972), and 3) six cases were handed down in 1982; this number

included INS v. Chadha and two additional cases which are based on Chadha.

The unit of observation in this study is the individual justice's vote. In the

132 cases there are 1145 individual votes cast. The dependent variable ("Activist

Vote") measures whether the justice cast an activist vote, which is defined as casting

a vote in favor of striking down the Congressional statute. A restraintist vote is

defined as casting a dissenting vote (in favor of upholding the statute). An activist

vote is coded 1 and a restraintist vote is coded 0. There are 921 activist votes and

224 restraintist votes. The mean value of the variable "Activist Vote" is .804 with a

standard deviation of .397. These data are strongly slanted toward activist votes for

two reasons. First, this data set only analyzes cases in which the Court actually

overturns a statute. It does not include cases where the Court's majority is restraintist
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and votes against overturning a statute. Second, since it requires a majority to decide

any case (and since these cases are all decided in the activist direction), there will

always be at least one more activist than restraintist vote in each case. And third,

over 35 percent of the cases are actually unanimous outcomes, in which there will be

no restraintist votes. The issue of unanimous votes is dealt with in chapter three.

The Individual Justice's Activist Votes

The individual justices vary greatly in their votes in these cases. Table 2-1

presents an overview of the fifty-seven justices who voted in at least five of the cases.

The percentage of each justice's total votes which were activist has been calculated.

These activist rates range from Burton's 33% to the 100% rates of numerous justices,

and the mean rate is 81.3%. Of course, many of the early justices participated in

only one or two these cases. Therefore, most of the justices who receive perfect

activist rates participated in less than ten of these cases, and thus their rates could be

a result of the small number of cases. However, four of the justices, Roberts, Fuller,

Peckham, and Brewer, participated in eleven to sixteen of these cases. Fuller's high

activism rate is not surprising when one considers the following historical account of

Table 2-1
Activist Votes of Supreme Court Justices (1789-1989)

Justice % Activist (n) Justice % Activist (n)

Nelson 100 (9) Sutherland 96 (23)
Grier 100 (8) Butler 96 (23)
Clifford 91 (11) Sanford 90 (10)



Swayne
Miller
Davis
Field
Chase
Bradley
Waite
Harlan I
Gray
Blatchford
Fuller
Brewer
Brown
Shiras
White, E.
Peckham
McKenna
Holmes
Day
Hughes
VanDevanter
Pitney
McReynolds
Brandeis
Clarke
Taft

82 (11)
73 (15)
78 (9)
88 (17)
86 (7)
88 (8)

100 (7)-
61 (23)
90 (10)

100 (5)
100 (14)
100 (11)

80 (10)
100 (5)
88 (25)

100 (12)
79 (28)
56 (32)
85 (20)
90 (20)
97 (37)
91 (11)
94 (31)
47 (30)
71 (7)
83 (12)

Stone
Roberts
Cardozo
Black

Reed
Frankfurter

Douglas
Burton
Clark

Warren
Harlan
Brennan
Whittaker
Stewart
White, B.
Goldberg
Fortas
Marshall
Burger
Blackmun
Powell

Rehnquist
Stevens
O'Connor
Scalia

61 (23)
100 (16)

46 (13)
91 (32)
60 (5)
50 (10)
95 (38)
33 (6)
59 (17)
87 (23)
57 (28)
96 (55)
40 (5)
73 (40)
56 (50)

100 (5)
100 (8)
88 (41)
75 (32)
80 (35)
88 (25)
52 (31)
71 (24)
94 (16)
100 (5)

(Justices are listed in order of the nomination to the Court)

his term on the court:

He relied too much on the past, unable to perceive the

revolutionary changes going on around him, changes that

required boldness and creativity by the Supreme Court.

He thus continued to oppose new uses of national power

and the extension of the state police power at a time

when the individual had no other recourse against the

abuses arising out of an almost uncontrollable corporate

expansion. (Steamer 1986, 143.)

50
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Fuller was also highly respected as chief justice of the Court, and thus he may have

influenced the activist votes of Brewer, who served his entire tenure under Chief

Justice Fuller.

Robert's perfect activism rate is interesting in light of his vocal support of

judicial restraint in his famous comment in United States v. Butler:

It is sometimes said that the court assumes a power to overrule or

control the action of the people's representatives. This is a

misconception . . . . When an act of Congress is appropriately

challenged in the court as not conforming to the constitutional mandate,

the judicial branch of the government has only one duty -- to lay the

article of the Constitution which is challenged beside the statute which

challenged and to decide whether the latter squares with the former (as

quoted in Segal and Spaeth 1993, 5).

Burton's low activist rate of 33% and Whittaker's 40% rate also have to be

discounted because they voted in only five of these cases.

Using a 50% activist rate as the cut-off between activist and restraintist

designation (following Spaeth and Teger's standard) several justices come close to

being restraintist: Cardozo (46%), Brandeis (47%), Frankfurter (50%), Holmes

(56%), Harlan (57%), Byron White (56%), and Rehnquist (52%). Rehnquist, Clark,

and White appeared in Spaeth and Teger's group of restraintists. Champagne and

Nagel's analysis showed Brandeis and Frankfurter to be more restraintist than their

respective courts. In this data set eight justices appear to be highly activist (a rate
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that is at least ten points above the average rate): Van Devanter (97%), Sutherland

(96%), Butler (96%), Brennan (96%), Douglas (95%), O'Connor (94%), Clifford

(91%), Pitney (91%), and Black (91%). In Spaeth and Teger's analysis Brennan,

Douglas, and Black were not found to be either restraintist or moderate activists.

Based on Spaeth and Teger's and Champagne and Nagel's analysis, one would

suspect that the justices' activism rates would be different when comparing the

different interests that stand to lose or benefit from the justices' activism. Particularly

it would seem that ideological interests would cut across most of the issues involved

in these cases, and thus it would seem likely that the justices would be influenced by

the liberal or conservative direction of the legislation. Thirty-two justices participated

in at least ten decisions which could be classified as achieving a liberal or

conservative direction. Their votes are presented in Table 2-2. The percentage

liberal activist votes is the percentage of the justices' activist votes in the cases which

produced a liberal outcome, and the percentage conservative activist votes is the

percentage of the justices' votes in the cases which produced a conservative

outcome.' To determine the consistency of the justices' activist votes across

outcomes, the percentage conservative activist votes has been subtracted from the

percentage liberal activist votes. Thus a negative score indicates that the justice tends

to be more activist when overturning a statute would result in a conservative outcome,

and a positive score indicates that the justice tends to be more activist when

The cases were coded as to whether they resulted in a liberal or conservative outcome. The cases
which were decided after to 1952 were assigned the outcomes given in Spaeth's Supreme Court Data Base;
and the remaining cases were coding using Goldman's guidelines (1975, 492).
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overturning a statute would result in a liberal outcome. The consistency scores range

from -50 to 75.

The overwhelming majority of the cases which were decided in the latter half

of the twentieth century have been in the liberal direction; therefore, there are

insufficient conservative outcome cases to make a valid comparison of consistency for

the justices appointed after Benjamin Cardozo. For example, Douglas and Black

would appear to slightly favor conservative activism, when in fact they have

extremely high liberal activism rates (97% and 93% respectively). The presence of a

single conservative outcome case skews the analysis of their votes.

Table 2-2
Liberal and Conservative Activist Votes of Supreme Court Justices (1789-1989)

Justice % Liberal % Conservative Consistency
Activist (n) Activist (n) (%Liberal-%Conservative)

Field 86% (7) 100% (5) -14
Harlan I 88% (8) 13% (8) 75
Fuller 100% (5) 100% (7) 0
White, E. 90% (10) 89% (9) 1
Peckham 100% (4) 100% (6) 0
McKenna 82% (11) 78% (9) 4
Holmes 82% (11) 31% (13) 51
Day 100% (6) 70% (10) 30
Hughes 100% (6) 75% (10) 25
VanDevanter 92% (12) 100% (16) -8
McReynolds 89% (9) 100% (16) -11
Brandeis 75% (8) 20% (15) 55
Sutherland 100% (13) 80% (5) 20
Butler 80% (5) 100% (13) -20
Stone 80% (5) 33% (12) 47
Roberts 100% (4) 100% (9) 0
Cardozo 67% (3) 14% (7) 53
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Black 93% (30) 100% (1) -7
Douglas 97% (36) 100% (1) -3
Clark 59% (17) no votes n/a
Warren 87% (23) no votes n/a
Harlan II 56% (27) 100% (1) -44
Brennan 100% (47) 33% (3) 67
Stewart 67% (39) 100% (2) -33
White, B. 62% (45) 33% (3) 29
Marshall 91% (33) 33% (3) 58
Burger 67% (24) 100% (3) -33
Blackmun 79% (28) 100% (3) -21
Powell 85% (20) 100% (2) -15
Rehnquist 50% (24) 100% (2) -50
Stevens 65% (17) 50% (1) 15
O'Connor 91% (11) 100% (1) -9

(Justices are listed in order of nomination to the Court)

The cases for the justices who were appointed prior to Hugo Black are

sufficiently mixed (although slanted toward conservative cases) to allow analysis of

the consistency rates. Roberts, Peckham, and Fuller each has perfectly consistent

activist votes across liberal and conservative votes; Edward White had an almost

perfect consistency rate with only a one point difference between his liberal and

conservative outcome votes. Though quite activist, these four justices do not favor

one ideological position over the other. Five justices appear to be strongly

inconsistent in their votes: Harlan I with the highest difference of 75 points, Brandeis

(55 points), Cardozo (53 points), Holmes (51 points), and Stone (47 points). Each of

these justices is more activist when it benefits liberal interests.

Thus, even though Brandeis and Cardozo appeared to be quite restraintist in

the first analysis (47% and 46%), their low activist rates belied the fact that they

were much more activist when it benefitted liberal positions (75% and 67%) and

much more restraintist when the outcomes benefitted conservative positions (20% and
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14%). The same fact is true of Holmes who appeared to be moderately restraintist

(56%) in the first analysis, but who is shown to be far more activist when it fits

liberal preferences (82%) than when it serves conservative preferences (31%). The

same holds true for Harlan I: despite only a 57% activist rate he had an 88% rate

when activism favored liberal interests and only 13% when it favored conservative

interests. This discrepancy also seems to hold true for Rehnquist, who appeared to be

restraintist in the initial analysis. He has been activist when it supports liberal

outcomes at rate of only 50%, but he has a perfect activist rate (100%) when it

benefits conservative ideology. But, as with other recent justices, the small number

of recent conservative cases in this data set makes it impossible to rate his

conservative activist votes with much confidence.

Despite the scarcity of conservative activist decisions, analyzing the liberal

activist votes of the last fifteen justices is interesting in itself. It is not surprising to

find Brennan and Douglas with the highest rates (100% and 97% respectively), since

the majority of these cases are civil rights and liberties cases. Their rates are

consistent with Tate (1981) and Tate and Handberg's (1991) research which showed

these justices to be two of the most liberal justices between 1916-91. Marshall and

Warren's high liberal activist scores (91% and 87%) also agree with their assessed

level of liberalism.

Unexpected is that two of the justices who had been quite conservative,

according to Tate and Handberg, appear to be strong liberal activists in these

nullification cases. O'Connor's liberal activist rate is 91%, and Powell 's activist rate
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is 85%. Of course, these justices also have 100% conservative activism scores to

offset these liberal scores. In order to get a better idea of how closely related activist

voting is to liberalism, liberalism activist scores have been calculated for those

justices who participated in ten or more of the cases which could classified as

achieving a conservative or liberal outcome. 2 They are presented in Table 2-3 along

with Tate and Handberg's rates of economic and civil rights and liberties liberalism

for the justices. The data clearly show that the justices' liberal activist scores are

consistent with their issue scores along the liberal dimension. The Pearson's r for the

correlation demonstrates a strong correlation (.76) between liberal activist votes and

economic liberalism and moderately strong correlation (.57) with civil rights and

liberties liberalism. 3 The activist liberalism scores of all of the justices are at least

equal to their liberalism scores on one of the issues. Douglas and Brennan are

substantially more liberal as activists (97.2% and 98% respectively) than as issue

voters (Douglas: 89.0 and 82.3 and Brennan: 82.8 and 74.1). Even those justices

who appear to be quite conservative on civil liberties and economic issues appear to

be more liberal in their activist votes. For example, Rehnquist's issue scores are

6.9% and 24.6% compared to his activist score of 46.2%, and O'Connor's activist

score is 83.3% compared to 25% and 29.4% on economics and civil liberties.

This discrepancy is puzzling since 87% of the activist votes since 1943 have

2 Four justices for whom there are no corresponding rates in Tate and Handberg's analysis have not

been included (Field, Harlan I, Peckham, and Fuller).

'Both are significant at least the .005 level.
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involved civil rights and liberties issues. Thus the activist votes cast by at least the

last half of this set of justices should be largely equivalent to the types of votes that

are measured by Tate and Handberg's civil liberties liberalism. One plausible

Table 2-3
Liberalism Rates of Supreme Court Justices (1789-1989) (% Liberal)

Justice Liberal Civil Rights Economics
Activist and Liberties Liberalism
Voting Liberalism

White, E. 47.4 35.7 47.0
McKenna 54.0 45.9 42.3
Holmes 75.0 50.0 70.1
Day 56.3 16.1 54.7
Hughes 57.1 69.8 48.4
VanDevanter 39.3 33.8 34.6
McReynolds 32.0 27.2 21.1
Brandeis 78.3 65.9 81.6
Sutherland 22.2 51.0 27.4
Butler 22.2 37.0 22.1
Stone 70.6 53.5 59.2
Roberts 30.8 46.1 31.6
Cardozo 80.0 60.9 83.5
Black 90.3 71.4 87.7
Douglas 97.3 89.0 82.3
Clark 58.8 23.8 64.8
Warren 87.0 77.0 81.8
Harlan II 53.6 22.6 25.5
Brennan 98.0 82.8 74.1
Stewart 66.7 41.3 33.7
White, B. 66.7 34.8 56.3
Marshall 88.9 88.3 67.4
Burger 59.2 18.8 28.3
Blackmun 71.0 43.0 47.1
Powell 77.3 31.7 33.5
Rehnquist 46.2 6.9 24.6
Stevens 63.2 60.5 55.3
O'Connor 83.3 25.0 29.4

Source: Issue Liberalism Scores provided by Tate from data analyses in Tate and Handberg (1991).
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explanation is that these cases may contain the most severe or clearest violations of

civil rights and liberties, and those in which it would be easier than usual for even the

more conservative justices to vote against the offending legislation. Also these

include unanimous votes contrary to Tate and Handberg's model. Analyzing the cases

in which state statutes have been overturned would provide useful additional

information. But even without this additional analysis, the evidence certainly suggests

that activist voting may not be that different from other dimensions of voting

behavior. Logit analysis is used in this study to test explanations of the activist

behavior in these cases. As will be seen, the results of this analysis provide less

explanation than would be expected. Thus a second analysis transforms the dependent

variable to liberal or conservative outcome votes to see if liberalism models of these

nullifcation cases improve the prediction of these votes.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Personal Attributes Variables

This study analyzes nine independent attribute variables which measure the

personal attributes of the justices. Eight of these have been tested in Tate's analyses

of civil liberties and economic liberalism in the Supreme Court4 and are similar to

those tested by Wold in his study on activist role perceptions in state supreme court

judges. The first three variables are related to the justices' upbringing: two, religion

and childhood surroundings, are important factors in childhood socialization, and the

a The data for six of these variables are borrowed directly from Tate and Schmidhauser's biographical
data bases.
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other, political party affiliation, is strongly related to family and childhood

socialization. The last six attribute variables measure educational and career

experiences that are expected to have socialized the justices' attitudes towards their

profession. The analysis of these variables will be considered exploratory because

there is not a strong theoretical basis on which to make a priori expectations and

because only the attribute variables have been tested previously in empirical analysis,

and even these variables have only been tested once--in Wold's analysis, which did

not examine actual activist behavior, but rather only role orientations. Therefore, the

relationship between these variables and activism will be tested at the higher two-

tailed level of significance.

The first independent variable ("Childhood Surroundings") measures the type

of childhood surrounding in which the justice was raised. The data are gathered from

The Supreme Court Compendium (Epstein et al 1994,182-92). A dichotomous

variable has been coded to match Wold's urban variable. The four types of

environments have been coded as follows: urban (1) and non-urban (0) which includes

rural, small town or village, and small city. The mean of this variable is .474 and

the standard deviation is .50. There are 543 votes by justices from urban

backgrounds and 602 from non-urban surroundings. Rural or agricultural

backgrounds have been shown to influence economic and civil liberties liberalism on

the Supreme Court (Tate and Handberg, 1991). However, Wold's study found only

a weak association which showed that justices from urban backgrounds had more

activist role perceptions.
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The second independent variable ("Religion") tests the effect of being non-

Catholic (Protestant and Jewish) (1) versus Catholic (0) on activism. These data are

obtained from the Schmidhauser and Tate biographical data bases. The mean of this

variable is .87 with a standard deviation of .34. There are 154 votes by justices who

are Catholic and 991 votes by justices who are not. In previous studies the dichotomy

of Protestant versus Catholic or Jew has not produced significant effects on Supreme

Court behavior; however, Wold did find in his state study that Catholic judges have a

more activist role perception than non-Catholics.

The third variable is party identification ("Party ID"). Party identification is

measured as non-Democrat (1), and Democrat (0). Since the data cover 201 years,

party identification is not easy to measure consistently and still be able to readily

interpret the results. The Federalists, Whigs, American "Know Nothings",

Republicans, and Liberal Republicans have been classified as non-Democrats. The

judges who were Jefferson Republicans, National Republicans, Jacksonian Democrats,

and Democrats were classified as Democrat. The data for this variable are also from

the Tate and Schmidhauser data bases. The mean of the variable is .57 and its

standard deviation is .49. There are 656 votes from justices with a Non-Democrats

party affiliation and 489 votes from justices who are Democrats. The previous review

of the literature has shown that party identification has consistently proven to be one

of the strongest predictors of liberalism in judicial behavior. Wold's study found that

Republicans are more oriented toward the activist role.

The fourth attribute variable measures whether the justice has any judicial
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experience ("Judicial Experience") prior to taking office on the Supreme Court.

Justices with any amount of prior judicial experience are coded (1) and justices

without prior judicial experience are coded (0). Again the data are from the

Schmidhauser and Tate data bases. The variable has a mean .58 and a standard

deviation of .49. There are 482 votes from justices with no prior experience and 656

votes from justices with prior experience. This variable has shown mixed results in

studies of liberalism in the Supreme Court. Tate (1981) found that experienced

justices were more liberal in both civil liberties and economics cases in his analysis,

but in his seven decade study (1991), judicial experience was significant only in

economics cases. Wold found career attributes in general to be only marginally

significant. Wold had expected that less experienced justices would feel less

encumbered by tradition -- he assumes the norm of judicial service is restraint;

however, prior judicial experience had mixed and insignificant effects on role

orientation.

The fifth and sixth independent variables are dummy variables which measure

whether the justice had state ("State Political Occupation") or local political

occupation ("Local Political Occupation") prior to joining the Court.1 Political

occupation includes holding elective or appointive political office which could range

from an occupation as state or local judges to being a state legislator or holding a

'A third dummy variable for federal political occupation was tested as well, but the correlation with
state political occupation (.79) was over the level which is considered acceptable for tests of
multicollinearity. State political occupation performed more consistently across the models, do it was
selected for the final analysis.
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state and local executive office. There are 255 votes by justices with state political

experience and 148 votes by justices with local political experience. Tate's economic

liberalism model found that holding political office prior to joining the Court was

correlated with economic liberalism. But Wold found that holding a government

position prior to joining the court was insignificant.

The seventh variable measures the justice's tenure on the Court at the time of

the decision ("Tenure"). 2 Tenure is computed by subtracting the justice's

appointment year from the decision year and adding one year. The additional year is

added because three-fourths of the year has passed when the term year begins. The

mean for years of tenure is 12.2 and the standard deviation is 8.4. Tenure ranges

from less than 1 year to 35 years. While tenure has been shown to be important in

some judicial studies, it has not been significant in studies of the Supreme Court.

Wold theorized that more inexperienced judges would feel less constrained by the

tradition or norm of their office, again, assuming that restraint is the norm.

However, in his state supreme court study he found tenure to be insignificant.

The eighth variable ("Prestige of Legal Education") measures the prestige of

the justice's legal education or training, again using Tate and Schmidhauser's data

bases. This variable is coded as follows: high prestige legal education (1), which

includes high standing law school or apprenticeship from prominent practitioner; and

non-prestige legal education (0), which includes average law school, apprenticeship

2 Age at the time of the decision was also computed, but was found to be too highly correlated with

tenure. Since there are stronger theoretical reasons to believe tenure would affect activism, it was selected
for the model.
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from average practice, and self-taught. The mean value of this variable is .762 and it

has a standard deviation of .426. There are 867 votes by justices with high prestige

legal eduction and 271 votes by justices without high prestige legal education. Tate

found that a prestigious legal education was positively related to economic liberalism,

but not to civil rights liberalism. Wold expected that "judges who had attended

schools of high standing received a more sophisticated training than those who had

not, training which was thought to have predisposed them to accept a nontraditional

view of the judicial role" (1974,244). However, his study found that legal education

was not significantly related to activist or restraintist orientations.

The ninth variable ("Legal Prestige") attempts to measure the justices' stature

in the legal community. The justices have varied over time in their intellectual and

legal capacities, and consequently their prestige as Supreme Court justices has varied

within the legal community. One would expect that justices whose stature within the

profession is higher than average would possess a greater confidence in his or her

ability to determine accurately the constitutionality of a law and might possess greater

confidence in taking on Congress over a perceived violation of the Constitution.

Conversely, it could be argued that justices with higher prestige would be more

restraintist because concern for maintaining their high professional prestige would

prevent them from deigning to dabble in politics. Obviously, such a variable would

be difficult to measure directly and a surrogate must be used. For the measure I have

selected the ratings of the Supreme Court justices that come out of Blaustein and

Mersky's (1878) and Robert Bradley's (1993) research. Blaustein and Mersky rate
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the first one hundred justices along a continuum that ranges from "failures" to "great"

justices. They used expert rankings from surveys of professors of law, political

science, and history in 1970. Unfortunately, they neither provided the criteria with

which the experts should evaluate the justices nor did they ask the respondents to

identify the criteria by which they evaluated the justices.

Bradley corrects this problem in his recent survey of scholars (using the

membership directory of the Law, Courts, and Judicial Section of the American

Political Science Association and the list of scholars in the Law & Society

Association), local Illinois lawyers, and Illinois state and local judges. These experts

were asked to list the ten justices they would classify as great justices and to list their

criteria for the judgement. Unfortunately, the experts only rank great justices and not

the other categories. Thus I rely entirely on Blaustein and Mersky's list to provide

the data for the categories which are rated below the "great" justices category (1974,

37-40). For the great justices any justice that appears on either Blaustein and

Mersky's "great" justice list or on Bradley's list of ten great justices was selected

(1993, 18). However, only three additional justices appear on Bradley's top ten list

who were not on Blaustein and Mersky's list: Brennan, Douglas, and Rehnquist

(Brennan and Douglas were classified as near-greats and Rehnquist was not rated).

The variable has been coded as follows: great (5), near-great (4), average (3),

below average (2), and failures (1). Those justices who have not been on the Court

long enough to have exhibited their judicial capabilities were assigned the mean value

of the other justices' prestige which is 3.59. There are 332 votes by justices who
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were rated great, 150 votes by justices who were rated near-great, 410 votes by

justices who were rated average, 5 votes by justices who were rated below average,

109 votes by justices where rated as failures, and 139 votes by justices who had not

served long enough to be evaluated and therefore assigned the value of 3.59.

If the criteria that are evaluated by Blaustein and Mersky's experts are similar

to those given by Bradley's experts, the variable should to some degree measure the

justice's intellectual and professional stature. The two top factors which are listed by

Bradley's experts are the justices' writing ability and intellectual ability. Obviously,

these ratings reflect subjective judgments about the justices that are retroactive for the

most part. But it would seem reasonable to expect that the justices would become

aware of their professional stature or judicial reputation as they sat on the bench.

Case Factors

The first case factor ("Amicus Briefs") is the number of amicus curiae briefs

which were filed in each case. The number of briefs range from 0 to 13 with a mean

of 1.43. Amicus briefs do not appear regularly in the cases until the early 1920s, so

the variable is skewed toward zero. In fact, in 695 votes there are no amicus

participation. However in 450 votes, there is at least one amicus brief filed. The

presence of an amicus brief was established by reading the individual opinions on

Lexis. The variable has been coded only as to the total number of briefs filed, not

according to the position the brief argued, because the position is often not stated in

the published reports of the cases. But even without knowing the direction of the

briefs, one would expect an effect on activist voting, because the presence of multiple
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briefs could indicate a high level of disagreement in the legal community over the

constitutional interpretation of the statutes. This perception of ambiguity or conflict

might present the justices with a reason to act when they might not otherwise be

inclined. And as previous review of the literature has shown, amicus briefs could

also be supplying the justices with the information or arguments they could use to

defend their decision to nullify the statute. Of course, the briefs' arguments could

just as likely support the justice' decision to uphold the statute as well.

The second case factor ("Solicitor General") measures the effect of the

solicitor general on the justices' decisions. These data are also available in the case

reports on Lexis. Because the solicitor general participated in 70% of these cases and

because in all but two of these cases the solicitor's position supported Congress, this

variable has been constructed to measure the level of the solicitor general's position.

Based on the research on the solicitor general, we should expect that as the level of

participation increases so should the level of influence. Thus the solicitor general's

highest level of participation for each case was coded as follows: filed an amicus

brief (1), participated in the full brief (2), and personally presents the oral argument

(3).3 Cases without any participation by the solicitor general are coded as (0), and

the two cases in which the solicitor general orally argued to overturn the statutes are

coded as (-3). The mean level of participation is 1.23. There are 432 votes in which

the solicitor general's highest level of participation was filing amicus briefs, 27 votes

3 Because the solicitor general's office was not created until 1870, the attorney general's office is used

as a substitute for cases prior to that year.
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in which he participated in the full briefs but not in oral argument, and 315 in which

he presented the oral argument. Based on the high level of support for the solicitor

general shown in other studies, it would expected that the greater the solicitor

general's participation, the less likely the justices will be activist. Even though there

is a strong theoretical and empirical basis to make a directional expectation, the two-

tailed level of significance will be maintained since the study is largely exploratory at

this point.

The third case factor ("Statute Age") measures the age of the statute at the

time it was overruled. This variable is calculated by subtracting the date of the

statute from the term year of the decision and adding one (for the same reason as

explained for the justices' tenure). The ages of the statutes ranged from 1 to 110

years with a mean of 11.7 years. It is expected that the statute's age will have a

positive effect on activism. Based on Dahl's argument, nullification will seem to be

less countermajoritarian as more years pass and the composition of the legislature

changes more and more from its original make-up. The passage of time would also

allow social and legal norms to change, which would make the statute less tolerable

or the act of overturning the statute more palatable. However, it could be argued that

a statute might become more venerable over time, and thus the justices would be less

likely to strike down an older statute.

The fourth case factor ("Party Congruity") measures the congruence between

the justices' party affiliation and the majority political party in Congress at the time of

the decision. Another version of this variable was created to measure the congruence
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of the justices' party affiliation and the majority party in Congress at the time the

statute was passed. However, tests for multicollinearity revealed that this variable was

too highly correlated (.68) with the justice's party congruity at the time of the

decision. This correlation is not surprising considering that the majority of the

Court's congressional nullifications occur within seven years of passage. Both

variables were tested in the models and the party congruity at the decision time,

which produced better results, was selected for the final models.

This variable was coded as follows: the justice's party affiliation and the

majority party of both houses of Congress match (2), the justice's party affiliation and

one house of Congress matches (1), and the justice's party affiliation does not match

either house in Congress (0). The mean for this variable is 1.08 with 439 individual

votes where the justices' party affiliation did not match either house of Congress, 177

votes in which the justices matched one house on party affiliation, and 529 votes in

which the justices matched both houses on party affiliation. It could be hypothesized

that a justice would be less likely to overrule Congress when the party in power is

ideologically compatible with his or her political preferences. In fact, John Gates has

found that during 1911-45 the Supreme Court was more likely to strike down statutes

when Congress was ideologically opposed to the political party of the majority of the

Court's justices (Gates 1987). But again, the converse argument could be made,

because justices might be more likely to nullify a congressional act when they had the

political support or protection of a ideologically compatiable Congress.

The fifth case factor is a measure of "Political Conflict in the House" at the
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time the statute was passed. It is hypothesized that high levels of party conflict within

Congress would suggest that any legislation passed would be passed with narrower

margins. A statute which resulted from such a close or conflictual vote would not

seem to represent the national will as fully as a statute that was passed during times of

less division. A variable was constructed to measure the party conflict in each of the

houses of Congress; tests for multicollinearity showed that the variables were too

highly correlated. So a variable of the mean conflict was computed and tested against

the performance of the other two variables. The measure of political conflict for the

House was the most successful overall. This difference may result from the fact the

House is the body closer to and more representative of the people. The variable

"Party Conflict in the House" is a ratio of the total members of the majority party to

the total members in the minority party. Thus the smaller the number the greater the

partisan conflict. The values on this variable ranged from 1.03 to 5.78 with a mean

of 1.78 and a standard deviation of .73. Even though there is a strong theoretical

basis for a directional expectation with this variable, the variable will be held to the

higher level of statistical significance for the sake of consistency.

The sixth case factor ("Divided Government") is similar to the previous

variable, except that it measures conflict between the presidency and the two houses

of Congress (divided government) at the time the statute was overturned. A variable

was also constructed to measure divided government at the time the statute was

passed, but it was dropped from the model because it was consistently insignificant.

"Divided Government" is measured as follows: both majorities in Congress and the
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president are of the same party (1), the majority of one chamber of Congress and the

presidency are of the same party (2), both chambers of Congress controlled by the

party opposite to that of the president (3). The mean of this variable is 1.67 and its

standard deviation is .79. Again, expectations for a variable could work in either

direction; it could be argued that justices might be more likely to act when facing a

weak, divided goverment, and yet it could also be argued that if the party in control

of the government was compatible with the justice's ideology, the justices might be

more likely to act when supported by a strong, unified government

Finally there are two sets of dummy variables to measure the effects of

different types of issues and the effect of different chief justices. Previous research

has shown that the type of issue raised in a case affects the nature of the explanatory

model developed in both attribute and integrated studies of judicial liberalism. Each

of the opinions was coded by the category of issue involved in the decision. Issue

type was coded following Spaeth's set of 13 categories with the replacement of his

miscellaneous category with a legislative and executive power category. For cases

after 1953, Spaeth's data base was used to obtain the issue codes. The other cases

were coded by the author. There were 158 votes which involved criminal procedure

issues, 273 votes with civil rights issues, 174 votes with First Amendment issues, 101

votes with due process issues, 9 votes each with privacy or union issues, 44 votes

which involved economic issues, 102 votes which involved federalism, 98 which

involved federal taxation, and 52 which involved legislative and presidential power.

Dummy variables were constructed for the several different types of issues which had
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sufficient number of votes to be analyzed. The variables include criminal procedure,

civil rights issues (all civil rights and liberties except criminal procedure), economics,

judicial power, and legislative and executive power. The reference group was all the

other cases.

Dummy variables were also constructed for the chief justices in the expectation

that the leadership of the chief justice would also influence the justices' votes. It

seems likely that in cases involving an extraordinary exercise of the power, the

nullification of an act of Congress, the chief justice would want to have a unified

court to present the opinion. But of course, previous research has suggested that not

all chief justices value unanimity. And not all chief justices have exhibited leadership

potential or interest in persuading the Court to act in a unified manner. It would be

difficult to predict the chief justices' effect without basing the expectation on the

perception of the chief justice's own activist behavior. Because of the conflicting

expectations and the exploratory nature of this study, no hypothesis about the

direction of the individual justices' influence can be made. Nine chief justices

participated in five or more cases--Burger (24% of the cases), Warren (18%), Fuller

(11%), Hughes (11%), White (9%), Taft (8%), Waite (5%), Chase (5%), Rehnquist

(4%). Five chief justices participated in only one or two of these cases -- Marshall

(1), Taney (2), Vinson (1), and Stone (1). These dummy variables will be discussed

more fully when the time-period models are presented in the chapter which

immediately follows.



CHAPTER III

EXPLAINING JUDICIAL ACTIVISM

Because the dependent variable is dichotomous, logit probability models were

designed to test the effects of attributes and case factor variables on the activism votes

of the Supreme Court justices in congressional nullification decisions.' The model

was first tested on the full set of votes cast in all the congressional nullification

decisions, and then tested on four variations of the data set based on either separate

time periods and or on nonunanimous decisions only. Each of the models uses the

same nine attribute variables and six case factors. However, once the data set is

broken into time periods, the models contain different dummy variables for the chief

justices. The issue area dummy variables also vary by model because of differences

'The dependent variable in all of my models is dichotomous. For dichotomous dependent variables,

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression is not appropriate because the coefficients may be biased, the

variance of the error term may not be constant, and the tests of significance will not be valid. Logit

analysis can be used to avoid these problems. Logit analysis uses as a dependent variable the natural log

of the odds ratio of an event (activist vote) happening. The odds ratio is the probability of an event

occurring divided by the probability of the event not occurring.

The dependent variable scores produced in this model are thus the logs of the odds ratios of the

probability of the event happening. The effect coefficients for the independent variables are difficult to

interpret because they represent the increase in the natural log of the odds ratio of the dependent variable

that is expected when the independent variable changes by one unit. Since these effect coefficients model

non-linear relationships, their actual impact on dependent variable probabilities is not constant, but depends

on the prior probability that exists when the change in the independent variable occurs.

To interpret the coefficients for the independent variables, new probabilities must be computed.

First, the anti-logs of the coefficients must be calculated, which convert the coefficient into an actual odds-

ratio. For a prior probability of .50, the odds-ratio can be converted into a probability, using the formula

Probability=Odds Ratio/(1 +the Odds Ratio). In this study the impact of each independent variable has

been computed assuming the other independent variables are at levels which leave the probability of an

activist vote at 50%. Thus the new probability of an activist vote is compared with the prior probability

of .50. For example, in Table 3.1 the coefficient for judicial power is 1.0958. When its anti-log is taken

the new odds-ratio is 2.99157. The new probability is computed as (2.99157/3.99157)=.74947, which

yields a new probability of .75. When compared to a .50 probability, the impact is .25 (paraphrased from

Segal and Spaeth, 1993, 364-72).

72
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in the issue composition of the cases over time. The general model is as follows:

LOG (Probability of Activist Vote/(1-Probability of Activist Vote)) = a +
fi1Amicus Briefs + p2Age of Statute + f 3Solicitor General + /$4Party Congruity +

pParty Conflict + p6 Divided Government + / 7Legal Education + fp8State Political

Occupation + /.Local Political Occupation + l10Tenure + / 11Prestige + f12Urban

Childhood Surroundings + p13Non-Catholic Religion + 14Judicial Experience

+ p15Non-Democrat Political Party Affiliation + fl16Criminal Procedure +

pl17Civil Rights + fl18Judicial Power + fl 9Legislative/Executive Power +

pl2 0Chief Justice Dummy Variable + e

RESULTS

All Votes 200 Year Model (1789-1990)

The first analysis, which analyzed the data for the entire two hundred years of

unanimous and nonunanimous decisions, included the attribute and case factors plus

dummy variables for three chief justices, Burger, Waite, and White, which were

found to be statistically significant in preliminary analyses. The final analysis reveals

eleven variables which are statistically significant at or beyond the .05 level (see

Table 3-1). Of the five significant attributes variables, religion has the strongest

impact (-.19), which can be interpreted to mean that being non-Catholic2 decreases

the probability of an activist vote by .19 given a prior probability of .50. This result

is consistent with Wold's finding.

But contrary to Wold's results, a non-Democrat party affiliation (impact =

-. 12) and urban childhood surroundings (impact = -.13) are shown to have a negative

2In studies of liberalism religion has usually been analyzed as Protestants compared to Catholics and

Jews, because these two religions are religious minorities in the U.S., which would presumably make them

more receptive to other minority claims. Religion has generally been found insignificant in attribute studies

when other variables such a party identification have been controlled. A variation of the religion variable

using this dichotomy was also tested. The variable was significant only at the .46 level. In these cases

the dichotomy of Catholic and non-Catholic definitely provides better explanation. This finding is

consistent with attribute studies of abortion cases, in which religion, coded using the Catholic dichotomy,

has been significant.
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Table 3-1 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME
COURT All Votes 200 Year Period (1789-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Burger
Waite
White

Criminal Procedure
Civil Rights
Judicial Power

Pseudo R2  .47
Constant
Model Chi-Square

-.0376
.0116
.1157

-.1099
.1138

-.3804

-.1785
.5391
.3199
.0035

-.2275
-.5511
-.7808
.1895

-.4836

.5839
1.3244

.4674

.5880

.4607
1.0958

.1561

.0779

.0774

.2577

.3798

.0008

.4048

.0281

.2125

.7408

.0049

.0053

.0161

.3151

.0195

.0122
.0151
.1898

.0470

.0330

.0034

-.01
.00
.03

-.03
.03

-.09

-.04
.13
.08
.00

-.06
-. 13

-.19
.05

-. 12

.14

.29

.11

.14
.11
.25

3.1247
103.279 (p=.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction of Error
Percent in Modal Category (Activist)

80.86
3.1%
80.24 N=1134

Source: Computed by the author.

effect on activism. Both local and state political occupations have a positive impact

(.08 and .13), but only state political experience is significant. It appears that holding

a local political office prior to joining the bench may condition to the justices to
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engage in political solutions. The other career and educational variables are

insignificant, except legal prestige, which has a negative effect on activist votes. This

result is difficult to interpret because it could be that justices were given a higher

evaluation because they were restraintists or it could be that the justices were

restraintist because their concern for maintaining their high professional prestige

prevented them from deigning to dabble in the politics of judicial activism.

Of the six significant case factors, the issue and chief justice dummy

variables have the strongest impact. Each of the three issue types has a strong

positive effect -- judicial power (.25), criminal procedure (.14), and civil rights (.11).

It is interesting that justices are more likely to be activist on questions of judicial

power than on issues which are most often used as justification of judicial activism,

protecting minority rights from the tyranny of the majority, which would presumably

include civil and criminal rights.

The three chief justice variables each has a strong positive effect, but only

those for Waite and Burger are statistically significant. The presence of Waite on an

opinion increases the probability of an activist vote by .29. Robert Steamer's (1986)

historical analysis of Waite suggests that he greatly valued the appearance of unity

and harmony on the Court and strongly discouraged dissent. It is possible that his

leadership affected the others' votes; five of the seven cases in which he voted were

unanimous, and two had only a single dissenter Harlan. Waite also has a perfect

activist rate, which could suggest that he led the Court in the activist direction or

could only be a manifestation of his desire to present publicly a unified Court.
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Burger's participation in a decision increases the probability of an activist vote

by approximately half of Waite's. To interpret this result as a sign of Burger's

leadership or powers of persuasion seems incongruent with the following evaluation of

Burger's leadership:

The Supreme Court and the American political system seemed

somewhat rudderless during the period of Burger's chief justiceship,

without an apparent sense of purpose or direction that characterized the

1960s (Lamb 1991, 158).

However, the work of Danielski and Danielski (1989) has suggested that acquiescence

can also be a tool of leadership, one which could be used to build harmony and future

good will with the other justices. And Robert Steamer's work suggests that Burger

possibly did strive to be an "architect of consensus" on the Supreme Court (1986,

185). His dissent rate of 20% in these cases could reflect acquiescence or persuasive

leadership; however overall the dissent rate was 25%, which would amount to only a

five point difference. It is beyond the scope of this study to determine whether he

either acquiesced or led in these votes.

The only other statistically significant case variable, divided government, has

an impact of -.09.3 Divided government produces a substantial negative impact

which is interesting because it suggests that the justices are more likely to strike a

3It is interesting to note that solicitor general has a positive impact of .03 on activism, which contradicts

the entire body of literature on the solicitor's general effect. Because I have held all of the variables to

the higher standard of the two-tailed test, this relationship is only significant at .08 rather .04, but of all

the relationships this one had the strongest empirical and theoretical support for an a priori expectation.
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congressional statute when they are facing a unified government. In contrast, the

party congruity variable suggests that a justice facing an ideologically opposed

Congress is more likely to cast an activist vote. However, this relationship is only

significant at the .25 level, so any interpretation would have to be viewed with

caution.

As a whole the model did not much improve the ability to predict activist

voting over the predictions based on the mean of the variable: the proportional

reduction in prediction is only 3.1%. On the other hand the pseudo R2 is .47, which

is good for a model that covers two hundred years. 4 It compares favorably to Tate

and Handberg's (1991) success in seventy year models which explained 47% and 51%

of the variation in civil liberties and economic liberalism. One would expect the two

hundred year model to be less successful than a model for a shorter period because

the effects of certain factors would change over time, possibly canceling each other

out in the long term. To examine this possibility, the data were divided into sets

covering two shorter periods. Because the cases were unevenly distributed across

time (skewed toward the twentieth century) the data could not be divided into single

one-century models. In order to allow sufficient dissent to create variance for the

earlier period, the data were divided at 1942. This division still leaves the early

period with slightly less variation than the 200 year set: the percentage of restraintist

4Aldrich and Nelson (1984) cautions researchers about the use of summary statistics in comparing the

fit of logit models because no single statistic is widely used or recognized. However, because I am

comparing all of models consistently with the same measure, pseudo R2, and because my analysis also rests

on other measures such as the proportional reduction in error, I believe the use of this measure is

appropriate.
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votes is 17% compared to 20% in the 200 year model.

All Votes Early Period Model (1789-1942)

The early period model contains attribute and case measures and the three

issue variables from the 200 year model plus a legislative and executive power issue

variable which was insignificant in preliminary tests of the 200 year model. This

model also contains five chief justice dummy variables which were initially

significant: Chase, Taft, Waite, White, and Hughes. Table 3-2 shows the results of

the logit analysis of this model. Eleven variables are significant at a minimum of .05,

and three are marginally significant. Once again the issue and chief justice dummy

variables have the strongest impact. All four issue variables have positive effects on

activist votes and have approximately the same impacts: civil rights (.30), criminal

procedure (.33), judicial power (.34), and legislative and executive power (.32).

Of the chief justice dummy variables, that for Waite is again significant with

an impact of .28. White's presence in a decision also increases the probability of an

activist vote by 28%. Robert Steamer (1986) writes that White, who had a traditional

view of Court unity, was able to present a unified Court until the arrival of

McReynolds, Brandeis, and Clarke. This position may to be supported by the fact

that White, who had a fairly high activism rate (88%), did not appear to ideologically

driven in his activist voting since he supported conservative and liberal outcomes

equally.

Of the attribute variables only prestige is significant at the .05 cut-off. Local

and state political experience remain positive with an impacts of .19 and .15, which is
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Table 3-2 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME
COURT All Votes Early Period (1789-1942)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs -.0586 .2122 -.01
Age of Statute -.0163 .2786 .00
Solicitor General .2145 .0340 .05
Party Congruity -.5593 .0037 -.14
Party Conflict .4064 .0433 .10
Divided Govt -.6747 .0103 -.16

Legal Education .1767 .6910 .04
State Political .7849 .1341 .15
Local Political .6278 .1467 .19
Tenure -.0027 .8780 .00
Prestige -.9311 .0000 -.22
Childhood -.3208 .3548 -.08
Religion -.1526 .7732 -.04
Judicial Exp. -.3927 .2930 -. 10
Political Party -.2295 .5579 -.06

Chase -.1052 .8462 -.03
Taft .8404 .0708 .20
Waite 1.2699 .0501 .28
White 1.2768 .0192 .28
Hughes -. 1411 .7773 -.04

Civil Rights 1.3604 .0002 .30
Criminal Procedure 1.5858 .0008 .33
Judicial Power 1.6483 .0005 .34
Legislative/Exec. 1.5295 .0910 .32

Pseudo R 2  .41

Constant 4.9060
Model Chi-Square 125.507 (p =.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 86.62
Reduction in Error 20.8%
Percent in Modal Category (Activist) 83.11 N=598

Source: Computed by the author.

double their impact in the full model. However they are only significant at
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approximately .13 or .15. Prestige is once again the most statistically significant

variable (p < .00005), but it remains in the negative direction. In this model its

impact is four times greater than the original 200 year model (-.22).5

Four case factors are significant in the model: solicitor general, party

congruity, party conflict, and divided government. They exhibit a substantially

stronger impact than the case factors in the previous model. The relationship of

solicitor general attains statistically significance in this model, and continues to be in

the positive direction, which is counterintuitive because it suggests that the more the

solicitor general participates the more likely the justices are to act in the opposite

direction of that which the solicitor general supports. It may be that since the

solicitor general participated in 70% of these cases and always argued to preserve the

law (except twice) that his influence was diminished. But it is difficult to explain how

it became a stimulus to activism.

Divided government and party congruity both continue to have negative

impacts (-.16 and -.14), which would continue to support the hypothesis that the

justices are more likely to nullify congressional statutes when they with the face a

unified government and ideologically opposed Congress. The other partisan variable,

political conflict, has a positive effect, which means that the justices are more likely

to strike a statute that was passed when Congress had a lower level of party division.

This finding seems counterintuitive because it implies that the Court is more willing

5The alternative dichotomous religion variable, which was also tested in this model, remained

insignificant.
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to strike the statutes which would seem to be majoritarian. However any conclusions

must be viewed cautiously, since the variable does not measure unity on the actual

vote, which could have been supported across party lines. The variable also does not

take into account the probability of Southern Democrats being more ideologically

compatible with Republicans on many issues.

As a whole the all votes early period model was more successful than the 200

year model. It predicts 87% of the votes correctly compared to 81%, and it achieved

a 20.8% reduction in error, compared to only 3.1% in the full model. The pseudo R2

of .41 is slightly less than in the full model (.47), but remains good for a model that

covers 140 years.

All Votes Late Period Model (1943-1990)

The late period model contains only one issue dummy variable because the

cases in this period were almost exclusively civil rights and civil liberties cases.

Therefore, the cases could only be broken into two categories, civil rights and

criminal procedure. In separate analyses each was significant, but since civil rights

procedure was the weakest statistically it was selected as the reference category rather

than the dummy variable. Three of the chief justice dummy variables are found to be

significant in the preliminary analyses: Burger, Warren, and Rehnquist. Table 3-3

reports the results of the logit analysis for this model. Nine variables are significant at

the .05 level or beyond. After controlling for the other variables, criminal procedure

issues no longer had a significant impact in this time period. The four significant

attribute variables include state and local political experience, which once again
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Table 3-3 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME
COURT All Votes Late Period (1943-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp
Political Party

Warren
Burger
Rehnquist

Criminal Procedure

Pseudo R2 .48

Constant
Model Chi-Square

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction of Error
Percent in Modal Category (Activist)

78.87
9.0%
76.79 n=530

-.0505
.0295
.1382
.6639

-.4814
-.2869

-.2124
1.1682
1.1948
-.0150
.5937

-.1802
.5573

1.3107
-.4624

-1.8748
-1.2471
-1.2294

-.4160

.2101

.0016

.2277

.0031

.0942

.0530

.4770
.0960
.0015
.4372
.0002
.5980
.5066
.0001
.3354

.0442

.1851

.2234

.2752

-.01
.01
.03
.16

-.12
-.07

-.05
.26
.27

-.00
.14

-.04
.14
.29

-.11

-.37
-.28
-.27

-.10

-.1151
72.316 p = (.0000)

Source: Computed by the author.

produce impacts in the positive direction which are almost twice as strong as in the
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early model.6 State political experience increases the probability of an activist vote

by .26 and local experience by .27. However, state political experience is only

statistically significant at .10. In this model judicial experience increases the

probability of an activist vote by .29, which is contrary to Wold's hypothesis. The

effect of a legal prestige is positive in the late period, increasing the probability of an

activist vote by .14. When separating the early from the late periods, legal prestige

has much stronger effects on activism and the effects are in opposite directions, which

suggests that the relationship is time dependent.

The three political party case factors are again significant, but only divided

government is in the same direction. In this model justices remain more likely to be

activist when facing a unified government; however, they are more likely to be

activist if the current party in Congress does match their partisan affiliation. Thus the

justices in this time period appear to be more likely to be activist in a unified and

ideologically compatible political environment. Perhaps the safe political environment

eliminates the threat of countermeasures that would exist in a more hostile political

environment. For the first time, age of statute is significant, but its positive impact

is only slight.

Of the chief justice variables only that for Warren is significant at the .05 level

or beyond. The negative association of Warren's presence in a decision is interesting,

because 100% of Warren's activist votes are cast in decisions which are in the liberal

The alternative dichotomous religion variable was also insignificant in this model.
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direction, and his own total activism score of .87 is rather high. Danielski and

Danielski's research (1989) has suggested that Warren "usually made no special

efforts to persuade others to join his opinions" but their analysis showed that he "won

over as many dissenting and pass votes as most of his colleagues" (508). Additional

analysis would be necessary to fully sort out the effects of his leadership in these

votes.

Generally this model performed better than the 200 year model with a

reduction of error of 9% compared to 3.1%, and a pseudo R2 of .48, compared to

.47. Comparing the percentage correctly predicted in the late period model with that

of the 200 year model would suggest a slightly poorer prediction rate; however, these

rates are not directly comparable given the different percentages in the modal

categories. When comparing the late time period model with the early time period

model, the results are mixed, but tend to suggest that the early period model predicts

better. The late period model's pseudo R2 of .49 is higher than the early period

model's .41, but the former's reduction in error is only 9% compared to the late

period's 20.8%. Overall, the two time period models are much more successful than

the 200 year model (refer to Tables 3-6 and 3-7 on pages 96-97).

The final two activist models test the effect of these factors when restricted to

nonunanimous cases. It is expected that the effects of personal attributes will be

stronger than that of the case factors in these cases than in unanimous cases. This

expectation is based on the assumption that some extralegal factor or factors must be

individually affecting the justices' votes since all of the justices are presented with the
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same set of facts and laws in the case, yet at least one justice reaches a different

decision in each of these cases (Pritchett 1948; Schubert 1965, 1974).

Nonunanimous 200 Year Model (1789-1990)

When the unanimous cases were eliminated from the data, different dummy

variables were selected for two reasons: the number of cases in which of some the

justices participated decreased and the variables performed differently in preliminary

analyses. Only the criminal procedure issue dummy variable is included in the full 20

year nonunanimous model.

Table 3-4 reports the results for this model. Overall it performs better than the

all votes 200 year model. As expected, the attribute variables are much more

significant than the case factors; five attribute variables are significant while no case

factor attains significance at the .05 level. State political experience retains its

positive effect with an impact of .13 (local experience remains positive, but is only

significant at .13). Prestige continues to have a negative impact, as in the all votes

200 year model, and has an impact of -.07. Being a non-Catholic, a non-Democrat,

and from an urban background continue to have negative impacts on the probability of

an activist vote (-.19, -.17, and -. 04, respectively). 7

The 200 year nonunanimous model achieves almost four times as much

reduction in error, 11.2% compared to 3.1%, and has the highest pseudo R2 (.53) yet

encountered, which is slightly higher than those for Tate and Handberg's (1991)

7The alternative dichotomous religion variable was also insignificant in this model.
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Table 3-4 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME
COURT Nonunanimous 200 Year Period (1789-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact

Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs -.0235 .4234 -.01
Age of Statute .0072 .3768 .00
Solicitor General .0515 .4623 .01
Party Congruity -.0532 .6101 -.01
Party Conflict .0313 .8119 .01
Divided Govt -.0538 .5974 -.01

Legal Education -.2191 .3380 -.05
State Political .5363 .0338 .13
Local Political .4229 .1255 .10
Tenure .0037 .7491 .00
Prestige -.2730 .0019 -.07

Childhood -.5007 .0173 -. 12
Religion -.7401 .0261 -. 18
Judicial Exp. .2551 .2070 .06
Political Party -. 6229 .0032 -.15

Chase -.4857 .3056 -. 12

Rehnquist -. 6482 .1892 -. 16

Criminal Procedure .2595 .3365 .06

Pseudo R2  .53

Constant 2.9377
Model Chi-Square 73.338 p=(.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 72.74

Reduction of Error 11.2%

Percent in Modal Category (Activist) 69.32 N=730

Source: Computed by the author.

liberalism models. This model also performs better than the all votes late period

model, but not as well as the all votes early period model.
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Nonunanimous Late Period Model (1943-1990)

Because the early time period did not contain enough nonunanimous cases,

only one separate time period model was could be estimated. Like the all votes late

period model, the nonunanimous late period model has three chief justice dummy

variables -- Warren, Burger, and Rehnquist -- and only the criminal procedure issue

variable. The results for this model are reported in Table 3-5.

The unanimous late period model performs better than the all votes late period

model: seven variables attain statistical significance. Four attribute variables are

significant: local and state political experience again have positive impacts, .30 and

.31, respectively, which are stronger than they have been in any of the previous

models. And as in the all votes late period model, judicial experience and prestige

are the only other significant attribute variables. Again both have strong positive

impacts (.30 and .16).8

Once again congruency between the justices' party affiliation and the current

Congress is significant and in the negative direction, as in the early and 200 year all

votes models. Such a match decreases the probability of an activist vote by .20.

Two chief justice dummy variables are significant. Warren's presence continues to

have a negative impact (-.37), significant at the .05 level (two-tailed). And

Rehnquist's presence is significant for the first time, with the largest impact of any

'In this model the alternative religion variable was significant at .0598 and had a negative impact of

23%. This result seems to confirm that Catholic and Protestant religious affiliations have opposing effects.

The number of Jewish justices who voted in these cases may so small that they are inconsequential
regardless of how they are coded. In future studies it might be better to test these variables as dummy
variables.
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Table 3-5 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME
COURT Nonunanimous Late Period (1943-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Conflict
Party Congruity
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Warren
Burger
Rehnquist

Criminal Procedure

Pseudo R2

-.0383
.0060
.0194
.0350
.8692
.0054

-.1897
1.4294
1.4073
-.0143

.6517
-.1485
.7654

1.3865
-.3524

-1.8948
-1.4704
-2.3913

.0943

.51

Constant
Model Chi-Square

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction in Error
Percent in Modal Category (Activist) 65.77

Source: Computed by the author.

variable tested in these models. His presence in an opinion decreases the

probability of an activist vote by 42%. This negative association is consistent with

.3881

.6254

.8661

.9061
.0008
.9751

.5648

.0541

.0006

.5119

.0005

.6965

.4857
.0003
.5185

.0510

.1406

.0300

.8202

-.01
.00
.00
.01
.20
.00

-.05
.31
.30
.00
.16

-.04
.18
.30

-.09

-.37
-.31
-.42

.02

-2.2785
82.990 p = (.0000)

74.87
22.8%

N=336
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Rehnquist's low activism rate, which the earlier analysis suggested to be due to a

disproportionately large number of liberal outcome cases in which he dissented. Of

course, it would difficult to separate out the true effect of his leadership from the

mere conjunction his presence with majorities of conservative justices voting

conservatively.

This model is generally more successful than the 200 year nonunanimous

model in that it increases the reduction in error by 22.8% compared to 11.2% in the

full model. Its pseudo R2 of .51 is roughly equal to the 200 year nonunanimous

model's .53.

A Comparison Across All Five Models

Table 3-6 presents a compilation of the results for all five models. Due to

space limitation only the impacts of the coefficients are given. Table 3-7 compares

the overall performance of the models. Across the five models, two attribute

variables are consistently insignificant, tenure and legal education, which is

consistent with Wold's results. The number of amicus briefs filed is also

insignificant across all five models. This result is most likely a problem of

measurement since the variable cannot measure the position taken in the briefs. As

expected, the regular case factors are more significant when both nonunanimous and

unanimous cases are analyzed. Only party congruity is significant in the

nonunanimous models, and its impact is minimal. This variable might have been

better grouped with the attribute variables, because even though it varies by case, it

also varies within the case by justice. The age of the statute is significant in only two
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Table 3-6 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME

COURT (1789-1990) A Comparison Across the Models

All Votes
200 Year 1789-1942 1943-1990

(Full) (Early Period) (Late Period)

Independent Variables

Nonunanimous Decisions
200 Year 1943-1990

(Full) (Late Period)

Impact of Coefficients

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General

Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education

State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Chase
Taft
Waite
White
Hughes
Warren
Burger
Rehnquist

Criminal Procedure
Civil Rights
Judicial Power
Legislative/Exec.

-.01
.00
.03

-.03
.03

-.09 *

-. 04
.13 *
.08
.00

-.06 *
-. 13 *

-.19 *
.05

-.12 *

.29 *

.11

.14 *

.14 *

.11 *
.25 *

.04
.15
.19
.00

-.22 *
-.08
-.04
-. 10

-.06

-.03
.20
.28 *
.28 *
-.04

Source: Computed by the author.
* statistically significant at least at the .05 level

-. 01
.00
.05

-.14
.10

-. 16

*

*

*

*

-.01
.01 *
.03
.16 *

-.12
-.07 *

.-05
.26
.27 *
.00
.14 *

-. 04
.14
.29 *

-. 11

-.01
.00
.01

-.01
.01

-. 01

-.05
.13 *
.10
.00

-.07 *
-.12 *
-.18 *
.06

-.15 *

-.01
.00
.00
.01 *
.20
.00

-.05
.31 *
.30 *
.00
.16 *

-. 04
.18
.30 *

-.09

-.12

-.37 *
-.28
-.27

-.10

-. 16

.08.30 *
.33 *
.34 *
.32

-.37 *
-. 31
-. 42 *

.04
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Table 3-7 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF ACTIVIST VOTES ON THE SUPREME

COURT (1789-1990) PERFORMANCE OF THE MODELS

All Votes Nonunanimous Decisions

200 Year 1789-1942 1943-1990 200 Year 1943-1990

(Full) (Early Period) (Late Period) (Full) (Late Period)

Pseudo R2  .47 .41 .48 .53 .51

Percent Predicted 80.86 86.62 78.87 72.74 74.87

Correctly

Reduction in Error 3.1% 20.8% 9.0% 11.2% 22.8%

models and has an inconsequential impact. Participation by the solicitor general is

consistently positive, but only significant in the all votes early period model (and at

.08 in the all votes 200 year model). It remains puzzling that the impact is positive.

The political environment factors, divided government and party congruity, are

the most consistently significant case factors. Justices facing a unified government

are consistently more likely to be activist. In the all votes early period model the

justices are more likely to strike a statute when they face a more ideologically

opposed Congress, but in both all votes and unanimous late period models they

are more likely to act when supported by a ideologically compatible Congress.

Partisan conflict within the original House is only significant in the all votes early

period model, in which it has a positive impact. This result could be interpreted as

meaning that the early period justices considered a high level of partisan conflict as
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indication that invalidating the statute would not be totally against -the national will.

Of the attribute variables prior political experience at the state and local level

consistently has a positive effects on the probability of an activist vote, although the

level of statistical significance varies across the different models. It would be

interesting to see if this effect, which presumably conditions the justices to act

politically, carries over when state and local legislation is at stake. Religious

affiliation has impacts in opposite directions in the different time periods; in the all

votes and nonunanimous 200 year models, as well as in the all votes early period

model a justice who is Catholic is more likely to be activist, whereas in the all votes

and unanimous late period models the opposite is true. A Catholic justice is less

likely to be activist. However religion is only statistically significant in both full 200

year models. Non-Democrat party affiliation is consistently negative across all

models, but it only reaches statistical significance in the 200 year all votes model and

the 200 year non-unanimous model. It appears that generally a justice who has a

Republican or Independent political party affiliation is less likely to be activist than a

justice who is a Democrat.

Judicial experience is significant in both of the all votes models and in the

unanimous late period model and has a moderately large positive impact on the

probability of an activist vote. Prestige is significant across all five models, but

appears to be time dependent, because its impact in the late period all votes model

and the late period unanimous model is positive, while it is negative in both of the

200 year models and in the early period all votes model.
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Only the criminal procedure issue dummy variable occurs in all five models;

however, it is only significant in the 200 year all votes model and early period all

votes models. Each of the other issue dummy variables are found to have a positive

impact and to be significant in the two models in which they were tested, the 200 year

all votes model and early period all votes model. The impact of these variables is

clearly strongest in the early period model. Relatively few of the chief justice dummy

variables are significant. Only the Warren and Waite chief justice dummy variables

are significant in more than one model. While all of the chief justice variables

produce some of the stronger impacts, Rehnquist's presence in a decision produces

the strongest impact on judicial activism.

The nonunanimous models proved to be the most successful models. The

nonunanimous models increase the proportional reduction of error over that of the

comparable all votes models (remember that there is no early nonunanimous model to

contrast with the early all votes model). They also achieve higher pseudo Rs than in

their analogous all votes models. The amount of variance explained in these models,

which cover from 48 years to 201 years of the Court's history, is substantial for

models of such long time periods, and is comparable to those of Tate and Handberg's

longterm liberalism models.

The previously reviewed research of Champagne and Nagel (1982), Segal and

Teger (1982), and Segal and Spaeth (1993) demonstrated that activist behavior is just

another case of justices acting on their ideological or policy preferences. My own

analysis of judicial activism scores, as reported in chapter two, supported this
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argument. In light of these results it appears to be worthwhile to use these same data

to analyze liberalism in judicial activism. This analysis is presented in the following

chapter.



CHAPTER IV

COMPARING JUDICIAL ACTIVISM AND JUDICIAL LIBERALISM

Each of the five models discussed in the previous chapter was converted to a

model of liberalism by changing the dependent variable to measure whether or not the

justices' votes supported liberal outcomes in these congressional nullification cases.

The decisions had already been coded as having liberal or conservative outcomes, as

explained in chapter two. If a justice voted with the majority in a decision that had a

liberal outcome his or her liberalism vote was coded 1, if the justice dissented in this

decision his or her vote was coded 0. For decisions with conservative outcomes a

vote with the majority was coded 0 (conservative) and a dissent vote was coded 1

(liberal). Therefore the dependent variable "liberalism" measures whether a justice's

vote in these activism cases was or was not in the liberal direction.

The distribution of this variable is not as skewed as the activism dependent

variable. The mean of the liberalism variable is .646, compared to .804 in the

activism model, and its standard deviation is .479 compared to .397. There are 601

votes which are in the liberal direction and 330 votes which are in the conservative

direction. Because several of the outcomes could not be classified as supporting

either ideological position, there are 214 votes which could not be included in the

analysis. Therefore, even though the distribution of the variables is improved, the

data set is smaller, particularly in the time period models, and is not identical to the

95
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data analyzed in chapter three.

The case factor variables continue to be tested at the two-tailed

level of significance since these variables have not been tested in liberalism models

and because there is no theoretical basis upon which to hypothesize a direction for

their relationship. With the exception of prestige, all of the attribute variables have

theoretically and empirically based expectations, so they will tested with one-tailed

tests of significance. Legal education, urban childhood surroundings, the judicial and

political experience variables are expected to have a positive relationships. Tenure,

non-Catholic religious affiliation, and non-Democrat party identification are each

expected to have negative relationships.

The research of Champagne and Nagel (1982), Segal and Teger (1982), and

Segal and Spaeth (1993) has documented that activist votes are not much different

than any other vote; the justices are still greatly affected by their policy or ideological

preferences. Therefore, it is also hypothesized that each of the independent variables

will effect the justices' votes in the liberalism models in the same direction as in the

previous activism models.

RESULTS

All Votes 200 Year Model (1789-1990)

When this model is tested on the new dependent variable, ten variables are

found to be significant at or beyond the .05 level. The results of the logit analysis are

presented in Table 4-1. Four attribute variables, local political occupation, prestige,
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Table 4-1 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ON
THE SUPREME COURT All Votes 200 Year Period (1789-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs .0568 .0345 .01
Age of Statute .0190 .0056 .00
Solicitor General .0916 .1934 .02
Party Congruity .3297 .0003 .08
Party Conflict .0936 .4425 .02
Divided Govt .1567 .1572 .04

Legal Education -.0164 .4677 -.00
State Political -.0177 .4682 -.00
Local Political .6792 .0026 .16
Tenure -.0036 .3657 -.00
Prestige .5237 .0000 .13
Childhood .1137 .2769 .03
Religion .2839 .1545 .07
Judicial Exp. .3592 .0256 .09
Political Party -.6932 .0003 -.17

Burger .1285 .5845 .03
Waite -.3063 .3736 -.08
White 1.5212 .0001 .32

Criminal Procedure 1.1901 .0001 .27
Civil Rights .5688 .0135 .14
Judicial Power -.2292 .6710 -.06

Pseudo R2  .53

Constant -3.2123
Model Chi-Square 179.198 (p=.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 70.47
Reduction of Error 17.6%
Percent in Modal Category 64.39 N= 921

Source: Computed by the author.
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judicial experience, and political party are significant.' As in most of the attribute

studies, being a justice with a non-Democrat party affiliation has a strong negative

impact (-.17) on liberalism. Judicial experience has a positive impact (.09), which is

consistent with Tate (1981) and Tate and Handberg (1991)'s economics liberalism

model and Tate's (1981) civil liberties liberalism model. Local political experience

has a fairly strong positive impact of .16, which follows the same direction as Tate's

(1981) elective office variable. Legal prestige, which has not been analyzed

previously in liberalism studies, shows a highly significant (p=.00005) and positive

impact of .13 on liberal voting, which suggests that justices with high legal prestige

are more likely to cast liberal votes in these cases. The other attribute variables,

found to be insignificant, have largely been insignificant in previous studies as well.

hree case factors are significant: amicus briefs (impact of .01), age of statute (impact of .00), and

party congruity (impact of.08); however, the impacts of amicus briefs and age of

statute are inconsequential. It is interesting that justices are more likely to cast liberal

votes when facing a Congress that is politically compatible, which seems to imply that

justices are more likely to vote liberally when Congress is perceived as less of a

threat. The case factors in this model generally have not been tested as independent

variables in other liberalism models, so no comparison can be made.

An important focus of this analysis is how the variables perform in the

liberalism models compared to the activism models. Table 4-2 provides a side by

'The alternative religion variable was insignificant when tested in this model.
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Table 4-2 COMPARISON OF LIBERALISM AND ACTIVISM MODELS IN
CONGRESSIONAL NULLIFICATION DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT

All Votes 200 Year Period (1789-1990)

Activism Liberalism

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Burger
Waite
White

Criminal Procedure
Civil Rights
Judicial Power

-. 0376

.0116

.1157
-.1099
.1138
-3804

-. 1785
.5391
.3199
.0035

-.2275
-. 5511
-.7808
.1895

-.4836

.5839
1.3244

.4674

.5880

.4607
1.0958

.1561

.0779

.0774

.2577

.3798

.0008

.4048

.0281

.2125
.7408
.0049
.0053
.0161
.3151
.0195

.0122

.0151

.1898

.0470

.0330
.0034

-. 01
.00
.03

-. 03
.03

-. 09

-.04
.13
.08
.00

-.06
-. 13
-.19
.05

-. 12

.14

.29

.11

.14

.11

.25

.0568

.0190

.0916

.3297

.0936
.1567

-.0164
.0177
.6792

-.0036
.5237
.1137
.2839
.3592

-. 6932

.1285
-.3063
1.5212

1.1901
.5688

-. 2292

.0345

.0056

.1934

.0003

.4425

.1572

.4677

.4682

.0026

.3657

.0000

.2769

.1545

.0256

.0003

.5845

.3736

.0001

.0001

.0135
.6715

.01
.00
.02
.08
.02
.04

-.00
.00
.16

-.00
.13
.03
.07
.09

-. 17

.03
-.08
.32

.27

.14
-.06

Pseudo R2 .47 / .53

Constant
Model Chi-Square

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction of Error

3.1247 / -3.2123
103.279 (p=.0000) / 179.198

80.86 / 70.47
3.1% / 17.6%

(p=.0000)

Source: Computed by the author.

side comparison of these models. In the liberalism model ten variables are
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significant, compared to eleven in the activism model. Only four variables are

significant in both models: legal prestige, political party, criminal procedure issues,

and civil rights issues. With the exception of legal prestige, each of the statistically

significant variables produces impacts that are consistent in their direction across both

models. In comparing the seventeen variables which were significant in at least one

model, nine (53%) are found to produce consistent effects across both models. This

result demonstrates fairly strong congruency between the explanations of the two

dimensions of voting behavior.

The overall performance of the liberalism model is better than the activism

model. Predicting these nullification votes as support of or dissent from liberal

outcomes reduces the total error in prediction by 17.6% compared to only 3.1%

reduction when predicting the nullification votes as activist or restraintist votes. Also

the pseudo R2 is moderately higher at .53, compared to .47. These results show that

the nullification votes can be better explained as ideological votes than as activist or

restraintist votes. Any comparison of the two models must be tempered by the caveat

that the comparison cannot be exact because of the cases which could not be identified

as having liberal or conservative outcomes. In future studies these cases could be

eliminated from the activism model to allow an exact comparison.

All Votes Early Period Model (1789-1942)

When this model is tested with liberalism as the new dependent variable, eight

variables are shown to be significant at least at the .05 level. The results of the logit

analysis are reported in Table 4-3. Only one attribute variable, legal prestige, is
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Table 4-3 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ON
THE SUPREME COURT All Votes Early Period (1789-1942)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Brief .1348 .0013 .03
Age of Statute -.0298 .0769 -.01
Solicitor General .1931 .0391 .05
Party Congruity -.0433 .7618 -.01
Party Conflict .3801 .0378 .09
Divided Govt .2718 .2513 .07

Legal Education -.1283 .3522 -.03
State Political -.0577 .4273 -.01
Local Political .4994 .1153 .12
Tenure -.0053 .3575 -.00
Prestige .5012 .0000 .12
Childhood .1525 .2987 .04
Religion .5350 .0938 .13
Judicial Exp. .1421 .3046 .04
Political Party -. 1271 .3315 -.03

Chase -.0490 .9261 -.01
Taft .1810 .6506 .05
Waite -.5659 .1872 -. 14
White 1.3877 .0049 .30
Hughes -1.0210 .0218 -. 24

Criminal Procedure 1.6225 .0001 .34
Civil Rights .0617 .8383 .02
Judicial Power -1.3204 .1471 -.29

Pseudo R2  .53

Constant -3.4404
Model Chi-Square 107.516 p=(.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 68.03
Reduction In Error 30.9%
Percent in Modal Category (Liberal) 53.74 N=441

Source: Computed by the author.
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significant, and it continues have a positive impact (.12).2 Three case factors are

significant with continued positive impacts: amicus briefs (impact of .03), solicitor

general (impact of .05), and party conflict (impact of .09).

Two chief justices dummy variables are also significant: White has a positive

impact (.30) and Hughes an negative impact (-.24). Both of these results are

curious, because it means that the justices' presence in these cases had influences

which were in the opposite ideological direction than their own votes. For example,

White is clearly a conservative in Tate and Handberg's liberalism models, 35.7 on

civil rights and liberties liberalism and 47.0 on economics liberalism, and in these

cases he has a fairly low liberal activism score of 47.4. And yet his presence has a

positive impact on liberal voting. Hughes is more of a moderate with 69.8 on the

civil rights and liberties liberalism score, and 57.1 on the liberal activism score;

however, his economics liberalism scores slips toward the conservative end of the

spectrum. Overall, one would still expect his leadership to have at least a moderately

liberal influence, except in economics issues (he only participated in one economic

issue nullification decision). Future research, especially over a larger set of activism

decisions, could further analyze these relationships.

One issue dummy variable, criminal procedure, is significant, with an impact

of .34. Again, none of these variables have been used as independent variables in

previous liberalism studies, so no comparison of these impacts can be made.

2The alternative religion variable was also insignificant in this model.
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The performance of the two models is compared in Table 4-4. In the

liberalism model seven variables are significant compared to ten in the activism

model. Only five of which are significant in both models: solicitor general, political

conflict, prestige, White, and criminal procedure issues. Once again each of these

significant variables produces impacts that are consistent in their direction across both

models with the exception of legal prestige, which is positively related to liberalism

but negatively related to activism in this time period. In comparing the twelve

variables that are significant in at least one model, seven (approximately 58%) have

impacts that are consistent across both models.

The overall performance of the liberalism model is better than the activism

model in the all votes early period but not to the extent that it was in the all votes 200

year model. Predicting the nullification votes as support of or dissent against liberal

outcomes reduces the error in prediction by 30.9% compared to 20.8% when

predicting activism votes. The pseudo R2 is also substantially higher at .53,

compared to .41. While the overall success in predicting liberalism is greater than

that of predicting activism in this early time period, the improvement is less than that

which is achieved in predicting liberalism over activism in the all votes model. Still

the results demonstrate that the nullification votes can be better explained as

ideological votes than as activist votes.

All Votes Late Period Model (1943-1990)

When this model is analyzed for the liberalism dependent variable, nine

variables are significant at the .05 level or beyond. The results of the logit analysis
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Table 4-4 COMPARISON OF ACTIVISM AND LIBERALISM MODELS OF
CONGRESSIONAL NULLIFICATION DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT

All Votes Early Period (1789-1942)

Activism Liberalism

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance Significance

micus Bieis
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Political Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Chase
Taft
Waite
White
Hughes

Civil Rights
Legislative/Exec.
Criminal Procedure
Judicial Power

-. U586

-.0163
.2145

-.5593
.4064

-.6747

.1767

.7849

.6278
-.0027
-. 9311
-.3208
-.1526
-.3927
-.2295

-.1052
.8404

1.2699
1.2768
-.1411

1.3604
1.5858
1.6483
1.5295

Pseudo R2 .41 / .53
Constant
Model Chi-Square

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction of Error

.2122

.2786
.0340
.0037
.0433
.0103

.6910

.1341

.1467
.8780
.0000
.3548
.7732
.2930
.5579

.8462

.0708

.0501

.0192

.7773

.0002

.0008

.0005

.0910

-.01
-.00
.05

-.14
.10

-.16

.04

.15

.19
.00

-.22
-.08
-.04
-.10
-.06

-.03
.20
.28
.28

-.04

.30

.33

.34

.32

.1348
-.0298
.1931

-.0433
.3801
.2718

-.1283
-.0577
.4994

-.0053
.5012
.1525
.5350
.1421

-.1271

-.0490
.1810

-.5659
1.3877

-1.0210

.0013

.0769

.0391

.7618

.0378
.2513

.3522

.4273

.1153
.3575
.0000
.2987
.1876
.3046
.3315

.9291
.6506
.1872
.0049
.0109

.0617 .8383

1.6225
-1.3204

4.9060 / -3.4404
125.507 (p=.0000) / 107.516

.0001

.1471

(p= .0000)

86.62 / 68.03
20.8% / 30.9%

.03
-.01
.05

-.01
.09
.07

-.03
-.01
.12

-.00
.12
.04
.13
.04

-.03

-. 01
.05

-.14
.30

-.24

.02

.34
-.29

Source: Computed by the author.

are reported in Table 4-5. Three attribute variables, local political occupation,
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Table 4-5 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ON
THE SUPREME COURT All Votes Late Period (1943-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact

Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs .0045 .9150 .00
Solicitor General .0567 .6846 .01
Age of Statute .0461 .0000 .01
Party Congruity .8070 .0013 .19
Party Conflict -. 8816 .0058 -.21
Divided Govt .0863 .5719 .02

Legal Education .0815 .3940 .02
State Political .3219 .3111 .08
Local Political 1.3178 .0003 .29
Tenure -.0300 .0723 -.01
Prestige .6886 .0001 .17
Childhood -. 3235 .1850 -.08
Religion -. 9133 .2351 -.21
Judicial Exp. 1.1331 .0007 .26
Political Party -. 6793 .1057 -. 16

Warren -4.1709 .0107 -.48
Burger -4.0270 .0135 -.48
Rehnquist -3.4737 .0327 -.47

Criminal Procedure -.2632 .5113 -.07

Pseudo R2  .48

Constant 3.0606
Model Chi-Square 106.465 p=(.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 79.37

Reduction in Error 20.1%

Percent in Modal Category (liberal) 77.39 N=460

Source: Computed by the author.

judicial experience, and prestige are significant and have strong positive impacts of

.29, .26, and .17, respectively, which is consistent with the 200 year all votes model
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and the early period all votes model. 3 With the exception of legal prestige, the

variables perform as they did in other liberalism models. Three case factors are

significant. Age of statute has only a minimal impact (.01), but party congruity (.19),

and party conflict (-.21) have fairly strong impacts. These variables are difficult to

interpret in liberalism models. It appears that party congruity implies thd

at justices who face ideologically compatible Congresses are more likely to be liberal;

however, it seems more logically to be the case that at the time of these decisions,

liberal justices have most often coincided with liberal Congresses.

The issue dummy variable is not significant in this model, but all three chief

justice dummy variables are significant and produce the highest the impacts seen in

any activism or liberalism model tested. The presence of Warren, Burger, an

Rehnquist each have a negative impact (-.48, -.48, and -.47 respectively). The strong

negative impact of Warren's presence on a decision is difficult to explain. This result

would seem to imply a strong negative leadership because Warren's liberalism scores

are clearly high, 77.0 and 81.8 respectively, on Tate and Handberg's civil rights and

liberties and economic liberalism and 87.0 on the total liberal activism score. It is

possible that Warren tenure coincides with a more divided court which would cause

dissenting (conservative) votes to be associated with his presence on a case. Looking

at the 23 nullification cases in which he voted there appears to be a fairly high level

of dissent. Over half of the decisions contain three or more dissents. An analysis of

3The alternative religion variable was significant at the .06 level in this model such that a Protestant
religious affiliation would have a negative impact on the probability of a liberal vote. This result is
consistent with the attributes literature.
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all decisions in which each chief justice voted could provide a fuller basis for

comparison, but such an analysis is beyond the scope of this study.

The performance of the two models is compared in Table 4-6. In the

liberalism model nine variables are significant while seven are shown to be significant

in the activism model. Five attain significance in both models: party congruity, local

political occupation, legal prestige, judicial experience, and the Warren dummy

variable. The direction of the impacts of each of these five variables is consistent

across both models. Legal prestige is not an exception in this time period; it produces

a positive impact on the probability of both activist and liberal votes. In comparing

the eleven variables which were significant in at least one of the models, ten (91%)

were found to be consistent in the direction of their impact, which is considerably

higher consistency than that reported for the previous models.

The overall performance of the liberalism model is again better than the

activism model. The pseudo Rs are equivalent, but the model predicting these votes

as ideological responses reduces the prediction error by 20.1% compared to only

9.0% in the model predicting these votes as activist response. In this time period

there is even stronger evidence than in the early period model that the nullification

votes can be better explained as ideological votes than as activist votes.

Nonunanimous 200 Year Model (1789-1990)

When this model is tested with the liberalism dependent variable seven

variables produced significant impacts at the .05 level or beyond. The results of the

logit analysis are presented in Table 4-7. Five attribute variables, local political
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Table 4-6 COMPARISON OF ACTIVISM AND LIBERALISM MODELS OF
CONGRESSIONAL NULLIFICATION DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME

COURT All Votes Late Period (1943-1990)

Activism Liberalism

Independent Coefficient Level of
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Warren

Burger
Rehnquist

-.0505
.0295
.1382
.6639

-.4814
-.2869

-.2124
1.1682
1.1948
-.0150
.5937

-.1802
.5573

1.3107
-.4624

-1.8748
-1.2471
-1.2294

Criminal Procedure -.4160

Pseudo R2 .48 / .48

.2101

.0016

.2277
.0031
.0942
.0530

.4770

.0960

.0015

.4372

.0002
.5980
.5066
.0001
.3354

.0442

.1851

.2234

.2752

Impact Coefficient Level of Impact
Significance

-.01
.01
.03
.16

-. 12
-.07

-.08
.26
.27

-.00
.14

-.04
.14
.29

-.11

.0045

.0567

.0461
.8070

-.8816
.0883

.0815
.3219

1.3178
-.0300
.6886

-.3235
-. 9133
1.1331
-.6793

-.37 -4.1709
-.28 -4.0270
-.27 -3.4737

.9150

.6846
.0000
.0013
.0058
.5719

.3940

.3111

.0003

.0723

.0001

.1850
.2351
.0007
.1057

.0107
.0135
.0327

-.10 -.2632 .5113

.00

.01
.01
.19

-. 21
.02

.02

.08

.29
-.01
.17

-. 08
-.21
.26

-.16

-. 48
-.48
-.47

-.07

Constant
Model Chi-Square

-.1151 / 3.0606
72.316 (p=.0000) / 106.465 (p=.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction of Error

78.87 / 79.37
9.0% / 20.1%

Source: Computed by the author.

I
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Table 4-7 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ON
THE SUPREME COURT Nonunanimous 200 Year Period (1789-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs .0371 .2579 01
Age of Statute .0026 .7816 .00
Solicitor General -.1109 .2133 -.03
Party Congruity .4546 .0001 .11
Party Conflict .0093 .9428 .00
Divided Govt .2821 .0124 .07

Legal Education .3017 .1117 .07
State Political -.1091 .3376 -.03
Local Political 1.0499 .0001 .24
Tenure -.0087 .2561 .00
Prestige .7442 .0000 .18
Childhood .4136 .0328 .10
Religion .2705 .2009 .07
Judicial Exp. .3812 .0415 .09
Political Party -1.0774 .0000 r25

Chase .4658 .5462 .11
Rehnquist -.6574 .1952 -.16

Criminal Procedure .5084 .0702 .12

Pseudo R2  .53

Constant -3.9471
Model Chi-Square 159.609 p=(.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 71.31
Reduction in Error 39.8%
Percent in Modal Category 52.35 N=617

Source: Computed by the author.

occupation (.24), prestige (.18), childhood surroundings (.10), judicial experience

(.09), and political party (-.25) have significant impacts. Judicial experience, local
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political occupation, and urban childhood surroundings have a positive impact while

being non-Catholic has a negative effect. 4 Again the results are consistent with the

attributes literature. Only two case factors, party congruity and divided government

are significant. Divided government continues to have a positive impact on liberal

voting, and party congruity is positive as it was in the 200 year all votes model.

The performance of the two models is compared in Table 4-8. In the

liberalism model seven variables are significant compared to five which are significant

in the activism model. Three variables achieve significance in both models: prestige,

childhood surroundings, and political party. Of these three significant variables only

one runs in a consistent direction across both models: political party identification.

In comparing the nine variables which are significant in at least one of the models,

only one third were found to be consistent across models: local political experience,

judicial experience, and political party.

The overall performance of the liberalism model is better than the activism

model. The pseudo R2 is .53 in both models. However the model predicting

liberalism reduces the error in prediction by 39.8% compared to only 11.2% for the

model predicting activism. Again, the nullification votes can be better explained as

ideological votes than as activist votes.

Nonunanimous Late Period Model (1943-1990)

When the final model is analyzed with the new liberalism dependent variable,

The alternative religion variable did not have a significant in this model.
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Table 4-8 COMPARISON OF ACTIVISM AND LIBERALISM MODELS OF
NONUNANIMOUS CONGRESSIONAL NULLIFICATION DECISIONS OF THE
SUPREME COURT Nonunanimous 200 Year Period (1789-1990)

Activism Liberalism

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Chase
Rehnquist

Criminal Procedure

-.0235
.0072
.0515

-.0532
.0313

-.0538

-.2191
.5363
.4229
.0037

-.2730
-.5007
-.7401
.2551

-.6229

-.4857
-.6482

.2595

.4234

.3768

.4623

.6101

.8119

.5974

.3380

.0338

.1255

.7491

.0019

.0173

.0261

.2070

.0032

-.01
.00
.01

-.01
.01

-.01

-.05
.13
.10
.00

-.07
-.12
-.18
.06

-. 15

.0371

.0026
-.1109
.4546
.0093
.2821

.3017
-.1091
1.0499
-.0087
.7442
.4136
.2705
.3812

1.0774

.2579

.7816

.2133

.0001

.9428

.0124

.1117

.3376

.0001

.2561

.0000

.0328

.2009

.0415

.0000

.3056 -.12 .4658 .5462

.1892 -.16 -.6574 .1952

.3365 .06 .5084 .0702

Pseudo R2 .53 / .53

Constant
Model Chi-Square

2.9377 / -3.9471
73.338 (p=.0000) / 159.609 (p=.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly
Reduction of Error

72.74 / 71.31
11.2% / 39.8%

.01

.00
-.03
.11
.00
.07

.07
-.03
.24
.00
.18
.10
.07
.09

-.25

.11
-.16

.12

Source: Computed by the author.

six variables are found to be significant at least at the .05 level. The results of the
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logit analysis are reported in Table 4-9. Five attribute variables, local political

Table 4-9 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ON
THE SUPREME COURT Nonunanimous Late Period (1943-1990)

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact
Variables Significance

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Conflict
Party Congruity
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Warren
Burger
Rehnquist

Criminal Procedure

Pseudo R2 .51

Constant
Model Chi-Square

5.7532
100.505 p=(.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 75.60
Reduction of Error 28.7%
Percent in Modal Category (liberal) 65.77

Source: Computed by the author.

-.0689
.0060
.0578

-. 0617

.9312
-.0356

.1149

.4571
1.6425
-.0411

.8122
-. 3944

-6.1846
1.2741
-.9097

-3.0575
-2.4256
-3.0276

.2209

.1594

.6624

.7066

.8572

.0017

.8443

.3378

.2684

.0001

.0453

.0001

.1694
.3514
.0011
.0083

.0955

.1862

.0962

.6036

-.02
.00
.01

-.02
.22

-.01

.03

.11

.34
-.01
.19

-.10
-.50
.28

-.21

-.46
-.42
-.45

.06

N=336
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occupation (impact = .34), tenure (impact = .01), prestige (impact = .19), judicial

experience (.28), and political party (-.21), are significant. 5 Judicial experience,

religion, and local political occupation continue to have impacts that are consistent

with the attributes literature. Prestige continues to have a positive impact on

liberalism. Tenure, which is significant for the first time, has a slight negative impact

on liberalism, which is consistent with Goldman's (1975) results. Only one case

factor, party congruity is significant, and its impact is once again positive. The chief

justice and issue dummy variables are not significant in the unanimous late period

model.

The performance of the two models is compared in Table 4-10. The liberalism

model has six significant variables compared to the activism model which has seven

variables. Four of the variables are significant in both models: party conflict, local

political occupation, prestige, and judicial experience. The impact of each of these

variables is consistent across both models. Comparing the nine variables which are

significant in at least one of the models, 100% are consistent in the direction of their

impact, which is the highest level of consistency that is exhibited across any other

pair of models.

The overall performance of the liberalism model is better than that of the

activism model. Both models have a pseudo R2 of .51. However, the liberalism

model has a somewhat higher reduction of error than the activism model, 28.7%

'The alternative religion variable is significant in this model as well. Having a Protestant affiliation
has a negative impact and being Jewish or Catholic has a positive impact on a liberal vote, which is
consistent with the attributes literature.
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Table 4-10 COMPARISON OF ACTIVISM AND LIBERALISM MODELS OF
CONGRESSIONAL NULLIFICATION DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME
COURT Nonunanimous Late Period 1943-1990

Activism Liberalism

Independent Coefficient Level of Impact Coefficient Level of Impact

Variables Significance Significance

Amicus Briefs -.0383 .3881 -.01 -.0689 .1594 -.02

Age of Statute .0060 .6254 .00 .0060 .6624 .00

Solicitor General .0194 .8661 .00 .0578 .7066 .01

Party Congruity .0350 .9061 .01 -.0617 .8572 -.02

Party Conflict .8692 .0008 .20 .9312 .0017 .22

Divided Govt .0054 .9751 .00 -.0356 .8443 -.01

Legal Education -.1897 .5648 -.05 .1149 .3378 .03

State Political 1.4294 .0541 .31 .4571 .2684 .11

Local Political 1.4073 .0006 .30 1.6425 .0001 .34

Tenure -.0143 .5119 .00 -.0411 .0453 .01

Prestige .6517 .0005 .16 .8122 .0001 .19

Childhood -. 1485 .6965 -.04 -.3944 .1694 -. 10

Religion .7654 .4857 .18 -6.1846 .3514 -.50

Judicial Exp. 1.3865 .0003 .30 1.2741 .0011 .28

Political Party -.3524 .5185 -.09 -. 9097 .0083 -.21

Warren -1.8948 .0510 -.37 -3.0575 .0955 -.46

Burger -1.4704 .1406 -.31 -2.4256 .1862 -.42
Rehnquist -2.3913 .0300 -.42 -3.0276 .0962 -.45

Criminal Procedure .0943 .8202 .02 .2209 .3018 .06

Pseudo R2  .51 / .51

Constant -2.2785 / 5.7532
Model Chi-Square 82.990 (p=.0000) / 100.505 (p=.0000)

Percent Predicted Correctly 74.87 / 75.60

Reduction of Error 22.8% / 28.7%

Source: Computed by the author.

compared to 22.8%, which is not as great an improvement as in the other models.
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The difference is enough to suggest that ideology continues to be a better explanation

of the nullification votes than activism.

A Comparison Across All Five Liberalism Models

Table 4-11 presents a compilation of the results for all five models. Once

again, due to space limitation only the impacts of the coefficients are given. Table 4-

12 compares the overall performance of the models. Across all five models three

of the attribute variables are insignificant: legal education, state political experience,

and religion, and one attribute, tenure, is only significant in one model, and its impact

is inconsequential. The effects of these four variables have also been inconsistent in

other liberalism models. As was discussed previously, religion has shown mixed

results in other studies, in part because of the question of where to split religion into a

dichotomy. In a separate analyses, which tested religion as Protestant/non-Protestant,

the variable performed better, attaining statistical significance in two of the models,

with impacts which are in expected negative direction.

In contrast to state political experience, local political experience is significant

in four of the five models and produces a fairly strong effect in all of the models

except for the early period all votes model, which suggests the possibility of time

dependency. Urban childhood surroundings, which generally does not perform well,

is only significant in the nonunanimous all votes model, in which its impact is

positive, as was expected.

The most consistent and the highest statistically significant attribute variable is

legal prestige, which produces a moderate positive impact across five models;
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Table 4-11 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ON
THE SUPREME COURT

A Comparison Across the Models

All Votes
200 Year 1789-1942 1943-1990

(Full) (Early Period) (Late Period)

Independent Variables

Nonunanimous Decisions
200 Year 1943-1990

(Full) (Late Period)

Impact of Coefficients

Amicus Briefs
Age of Statute
Solicitor General
Party Congruity
Party Conflict
Divided Govt

Legal Education
State Political
Local Political
Tenure
Prestige
Childhood
Religion
Judicial Exp.
Political Party

Chase
Taft
Waite
White
Hughes
Warren
Burger
Rehnquist

Criminal Procedure
Civil Rights
Judicial Power
Legislative/Exec.

.01 *

.00 *

.02

.08 *

.02

.04

-.00
-.00

.16 *
-.00
.13 *
.03
.07
.09 *

-. 17 *

-. 08
.32 *

.03

.27 *
.14 *

-.06

.03 *
-.01
.05 *

-.01
.09 *
.07

-.03
-.01
.12

-.00
.12 *
.04
.13
.04

-.03

-. 01
.05

-. 14
.30

-.24

.00
.01
.01 *
.19 *

-. 21 *
-. 02

.02

.08

.29 *
-.01
.17 *

-.08
-. 21
.26 *

-.16

.01

.00
-.03
.11 *
.00
.07 *

.07
-.03
.24 *
.00
.18 *
.10 *
.07
.09 *

-. 25 *

-.02
.00
.01

-. 02
.22 *

-.01

.03

.11

.34 *
-.01 *
.19 *

-. 10
-.50
.28 *

-. 21 *

.11

*

*

-.48 *
-.48 *
-. 47 *

.34 *

.02
-.29
.32

-.07

-.16

.12

-.46
-. 42
-.45

.06

Source: Computed by the author.

* statistically significant at least at the .05 level

however, this relationship is difficult to interpret with any confidence. It suggests
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that justices who enjoy high legal prestige are more likely to vote in the liberal

direction in congressional nullification decisions, but it is difficult to be sure what

exactly this variable is measuring. It seems more likely that the justices earned high

prestige because of their liberalism, especially if that liberalism is seen as protecting

the Constitution. The second most important variable is judicial experience, which is

shown to be significant and in the positive direction in four of the five models. Its

impact is particularly strong in both of the late period models (.26 in all votes and .28

in nonunanimous). Political party is significant and has a negative impact in three of

the models. The negative impact of being a non-Democrat is particularly strong in

the nonunanimous decisions, which is as expected.

Of the case factors, three are consistently insignificant or produce only minimal

impacts: amicus briefs, age of statute, and solicitor general, which does produce a

significant and fairly small positive impact in the all votes early period model. The

political environment variables perform better, but are so inconsistent in their

directions that a clear interpretation is difficult to achieve. The chief justice dummy

variables have also behaved inconsistently. For example, in the all votes late period

model those of Warren, Burger, and Rehnquist are significant and produce strong

negative impacts, but in the nonunanimous late period model, the negative impacts,

which are equally as large, are no longer significant. The dummy variable for White

is the only one that is significant in more than one model. The issue dummy variables

also perform poorly except in the all votes 200 year model, in which criminal and

civil rights issues are significant and increase the probability of liberal voting, and in
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the early period all votes model in which only criminal procedure is significant.

Table 4-12 compares the overall statistics of the five liberalism models.

As in the activism models, the nonunanimous liberalism models perform better than

their analogous all votes model (again, there is no nonunanimous early period model

to contrast with the all votes early period model). The nonunanimous models increase

the reduction of error over that of the comparable all votes model, but their pseudo

Rs are approximately equal. The amount of variance explained in these liberalism

models, which cover from 48 to 201 years, is substantial for models covering such

long time periods, and is comparable to that achieved in Tate and Handberg's seventy

year models.

Table 4-12 LOGIT ANALYSIS OF LIBERALISM IN ACTIVIST VOTES ONTHE SUPREME COURT (1789-1990) PERFORMANCE OF THE MODELS

All Votes Nonunanimous Decisions
200 Year 1789-1942 1943-1990 200 Year 1943-1990

(Full) (Early Period) (Late Period) (Full) (Late Period)

Pseudo R2  
.53 .53 .48 .53 .51

Percent Predicted 70.47 68.03 79.37 71.31 75.60
Correctly

Reduction in Error 17.6% 30.9% 20.1% 39.8% 28.7%

A Comparison of Overall Performance of Liberalism and Activism Models

Table 4-13 compares the overall statistics of the activism and liberalism
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Table 4-13 COMPARISON OF OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF ACTIVISM
AND LIBERALISM MODELS OF THE SUPREME COURT (1789-1990)

PERFORMANCE OF THE MODELS

All Votes Nonunanimous
200 Year Early Period Late Period 200 Year Late Period

(Activism/Liberalism)

Pseudo R2  .47/.53 .41/.53 .48/.48 .53/.53 .511.51

Percent Predicted 81%/70% 87%/68% 79%/79% 73%/71% 75%/76%
Correctly

Reduction in Error 3%/18% 21%/31% 9%/20% 11%/40% 23%/29%

Source: Computed by the author.

models. In the all votes late period model and in both nonunanimous models the

percentage of explained variance is the same in activism and liberalism models, but in

the all votes 200 year model and all votes early period model, the liberalism models

are substantially more successful. Thus the activism models predict better in only the

models in which the nullification votes are biased toward activist votes because of the

large number of unanimous decisions. The largest improvement in the proportional

reduction of error is demonstrated by the liberalism models, with the liberalism

models exhibiting an improvement over the activism models that ranges from a 25%

to 500% increase in the reduction of error. Clearly these nullification votes can be

better predicted along the liberalism dimension than along the activism dimension.
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These results strongly demonstrate that activist behavior is no less ideologically based

than any other judicial behavior.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

This study has conducted three types of analyses exploring the activism

behavior of the U.S. Supreme Court justices over a two hundred year period. The

analyses have examined only one type of activist behavior, the nullification of

congressional statutes. I have argued that this behavior is particularly important

because it is an extreme exercise of power through which an unelected branch of the

government is able to overturn the actions of two popularly elected branches of the

government. On the other hand, the exercise of this power provides a vital protection

for the citizens' constitutional rights from incursions by these two branches. I have

reviewed the literature and shown that, in spite of its importance, few empirical

studies have analyzed this behavior. The studies which have sought to understand the

factors that affect activism, have not explored the actual behavior, but rather have

focused on judges' role orientations.

This study has conducted an initial exploration into understanding activist

behavior by examining the effects of attributes and case factors on activism, using

models which are similar to used in studies of liberalism in the courts. Because the

most significant activism studies have strongly suggested that activist votes are no

different than ideologically based votes, this study has also sought further to test that

hypothesis.

121
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The analysis of chapter two was conducted in a manner to similar to the

research of Champagne and Nagel (1982), Segal and Teger (1982), and Segal and

Spaeth (1993). Activist rates were calculated for each justice and ranged from 33%

to 100%. The justices' votes were then analyzed as liberal activist and conservative

activist votes, and consistency rates were calculated which measured whether the

justice favored one type of ideological outcome over the other. The results

demonstrated that generally the justices do tend to favor one type of outcome. A few

justices treated liberal and conservative outcome cases equally, but on average the

justices exhibited a 27 point difference in their levels of support for the two possible

ideological positions. Liberalism rates were also calculated for the justices who had

participated in sufficient cases. A strong correlation was demonstrated between these

scores and Tate and Handberg's civil rights and liberties and economics liberalism

scores. Each step of this first analysis thus supported the hypothesis that activist

voting is just another example of ideological responses in judicial decision making.

This first analysis encountered a few problems, most of which are the result of

insufficient votes to allow complete analysis of all of the justices' behaviors. Since

the data set includes only 132 decisions some of the justices had not participated in

enough cases to calculate their legitimate activism rates. Also, in the second half of

the data there were insufficient conservative outcome decisions to compare the justices

conservative support with their liberal support. Future studies may overcome this

problem by analyzing the far more numerous decisions which nullified state and local
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statutes or ordinances. Besides the increasing the number of participations by each

justice, these data would also add two additional facets of activism to the analysis,

which would strengthen the continued testing of the main hypothesis.

The second analysis, which was presented in chapter three, tested integrated

attribute and case factor models on judicial activism in these nullification cases. This

analysis posited five models which separated the data by time period and type of

decisions (all cases versus nonunanimous cases). The nonunanimous models were

the most successful models, reducing the proportion of error considerably more than

the analogous all votes models. The amount of explained variance in these five

models (measured by pseudo R2) ranges from 41% to 53%, which is substantial for

models that cover from 48 to 201 years. These results are comparable with those of

Tate and Handberg's seventy year models.

Several of the independent variables are significant and produce substantial

impacts on the probability of activist votes. Seven of the attribute variables are

significant in at least one of the models. State and local political experience and

judicial experience increase the probability of an activist vote while an urban

childhood surrounding, a non-Catholic religious affiliation, and non-Democrat party

affiliation decrease that probability. Legal prestige is the only variable which is

significant in all five models. Legal prestige has a negative impact on activism in

both of the 200 year models and in the all votes early period model, but in both of the

late period models it produces a positive effect on activism. The relationships thus

appear to be time dependent.
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Five of the regular case factors are significant in at least one of the models.

Age of statute, solicitor general participation, and party conflict produce positive

impacts on activist votes while divided government has a negative impact. Party

congruity produces a positive impact in both of the late period models, but has the

opposite affect in the early all votes model. Like prestige, this variable appears to be

time dependent. The case factor dummy variables have the strongest impacts of all of

the variables. Five of the seven chief justice dummy variable case factors are

significant in at least one model. Those for Waite and Warren are significant in both

of their appropriate models, with Waite producing a positive impact and Hughes a

negative impact. The White and Burger dummy variables are significant and positive

in one model each and Rehnquist's dummy variable is significant and negative in the

late period nonunanimous model. Three issue variables are significant across two

models: criminal procedure, civil rights, and judicial power each create positive

impacts in the 200 year all votes model and the early period all votes model. The

issue variables are strongest in the early period all votes model.

Overall, the personal attribute variables are the most significant in both 200

year models, and the case factors most significant in the early period all votes model.

If the party congruity variable is considered a justice variable instead of a case factor,

as previously discussed, then the two late period models clearly fall into the category

of models which are better explained by the justices' attributes than by case factors.

This result suggests that in last half of the 20th century the justices' activist behavior

may more closely reflect their socialization processes than in previous time periods.
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This second analysis was also complicated by some problems. The

operationalization of some of the variables made their results difficult to interpret with

certainty. Party congruity did not measure the party split in the actual vote, but

rather was the overall party split within Congress at the time of the decision. Because

the data to measure this variable do not extend far enough back in time, this surrogate

is probably the best that can be achieved. The variable could be refined somewhat by

taking into consideration the fact some justices and members of Congress who are

conservative Democrats are more ideologically compatible with Republicans.

The solicitor general remains the more puzzling problem of the analysis in that

his lack of influence, or rather his negative influence, contradicts the strong evidence

of multiple studies. The addition of state and local nullification cases could add more

variance to the solicitor general's participation, particularly it might add more cases in

which the solicitor general argued for the activist position.

The chief justice dummy variables also presented some puzzling and

unexpected results. Further analysis of the chief justices' vote would also be

enhanced by the inclusion of the other nullification acts. A more specific analysis

could focus of the chief justice's leadership in these decisions. Despite the problems

and limitations of the analysis of this integrated model, its exploration of activist

behavior is an important step toward understanding that behavior more fully.

The third analysis, reported in chapter three, focused on these same decisions,

but converted the dependent variable into liberalism votes, and, using the same five

models, tested the hypothesis that these votes are ideologically based. Again the
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nonunanimous models were the most successful in reducing the proportion of error,

compared to the analogous all votes models. The amount of explained variance in

these five models ranges from 48 to 53%, which, again, is substantial for such

longterm models and is comparable to other longterm liberalism studies. Several of

the independent variables are significant and produce substantial impacts on the

probability of liberal votes. Six of the attribute variables are significant in at least

one model. Local political experience, judicial experience, and urban childhood

surroundings each increases the probability of a liberal vote, while tenure, Protestant

religious affiliations, and a Republican or Independent party affiliations decrease the

odds of a liberal vote. These relationships are consistent with the findings of the bulk

of the attributes literature. Legal prestige is the only variable that attains significance

across all five models, and with this dependent variable its impacts is consistently

positive and moderately strong.

Each of the six regular case factors is significant in at least one model.

Amicus briefs, the age of the statute, the solicitor general, and party congruity have

positive impacts on liberal voting. Party conflict within the Congress which passed

the legislation has mixed effects: in the early period model and the nonunanimous 200

year model party conflict produces a positive impact, but in the all votes 200 year

model its impact is negative.

The case factor dummy variables have the strongest impacts of all of the

variables. Five of the chief justice dummy variables are significant in at least one

model. White is only the Chief Justice whose presence is significant in more than
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one model, and is the only one to produce a positive .impact on liberalism. Warren,

Burger, and Rehnquist, each produce quite strong negative impacts on liberal votes.

As previously discussed, Warren's result is difficult to explain. Two issue dummy

variables are significant and have positive impacts in at least one models: criminal

procedure in the 200 year all votes model and the early period all votes model and

civil rights in the 200 year all votes model.

Overall, the personal attributes are most significant when the behavior that is

analyzed falls in the late period or is for nonunanimous cases. It was expected that

attributes would be more important in nonunanimous decisions, but unexpected that

they would be more significant in later than in early years. Also as expected, the

case factors work better in the all votes model than in the nonunanimous votes

models. As with the activism models, these results suggest that in the last half of the

twentieth century, the justices' behavior is more closely related to their personal

attributes or early socialization processes.

When the performances of the liberalism and activism models were compared,

the models which analyzed the behavior on the liberalism dimension were clearly

superior. The amount of explained variance in the liberalism model was at least equal

to, and in two models greater than, that attained in the activism models. In each of

the liberalism models the proportional reduction in error was greatly increased over

that attained in the analogous activism models. The improvements over the activism

model ranged from 25% to 500%. The nullification votes were explained much

better as liberal votes than as activist votes. Again, it must be remembered that this
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comparison is not exact because some of the cases could not be coded as having

liberal or conservative outcomes. Future studies could eliminate from the activism

model the decisions which did not support liberal or conservative ideology.

In this study the results of all three analyses have strongly supported the

hypothesis that activism votes are ideological votes that reflect the justice's particular

political preferences. The analyses have also demonstrated that a relatively small set

of factors can explain a fairly large amount of the variation in the justices' behavior

over a 200 year period. Combined, these results constitute a significant initial

exploration into the activist behavior of Supreme Court justices, and can provide the

groundwork for further studies of other types of nullification decisions.
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